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ABSTRACT
nunderground Methods-of Working Coal" is the subject
of tllis thesiso

It is the purpose of .this .investigation .

to summarize all the mining methods under various conditions of working.
The underground methods of mining have been classified under three headings; viz., (a) Room and Pillar,

(b) Longwall and (c) Horizon Miningo

The conditions

suitable for the applicability of each system and .their
relative merits and demerits are fully discussed.
The principles of the design 0£ the workings of
both room and pillar and longWall systems to have effective roof control in the area 0£ the workings are
pointed out.
Distinct and separate phases of development work
in room and pillar, longwall and horizon mining are
considered involving the layout of.panels and development
headings.
Finally, a large number of di£ferent methods of
extraction in all the systems.of mining under various
conditions are given with the aid of suitable illustrations.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
All of the early civilizations, with the excep.tion of
China, developed in warm countries where only v·ery limited
quantities of coal exist and its demand is minutely limited.
For this reason, references to coal in ancient literature
are very meager.

It ~s generally agreed, however, that

coal was known to be used on a commercial ~cale by the
Chinese long before it was so used in Europe.

Its actual

use as fuel in England was known during the Roman occupation
in the first century A.D.

.However,

as domestic f'uel, coal

was not widely introduced in England until the first · half
of the fourteenth century.
· Coal mining in Germany probably began about the tenth
century A.D~

Agricola mentions coal as being in ·general use

in Europe early in the sixteenth century, but its development
there was probably later than it was in England.
The -f irst reference to coal being found by Europeans
in the United States was in 1672 and since about 1720 it was
known to.be mined continuously.
The. early methods of mini~g were primitive and limited
in extent ·due to lack of tools and equipment. · Also, people
had no experience_ in the science and art o.f mining.

At .fir~t,

only those seams which were outcropping were exploited by
quarrying; an early and crude version of the present day
system of opencast mining.

When the coal became too deep for

quarrying, it was penetrated underground by short tunnels
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·and then robbed laterally until the condition became too
dangerous to worko

In this way. the coal was extracted

following .the outcrop.

The coal was cut· by wooden picks

which were shod or tipped with iron and by iron·wedges.
It was carried ~o the surface on the backs of women, boys
and girls,and later ponies were employed underground for
drawing the loadso
In areas where coal occurred at a depth too great for
quarrying, extraction was effected by driving small "bellpits" or shafts.

Because explosives were unknown f'or break-

ing rocks or coal until about the beginning of the seventeenth
century, they used a method of .heating the rock by fire and
then quenching with water to cause spalling.

This manner of

breaking rock was known to man even during the stone age when
people used to mine flint for making weapons.

The coal from

the pitbottom was worked by belling out as much as possible
without supporting the roof, after which the pit was
abandoned and another sunk neirby.
The coal was hand dragged and carried to the surface
until about the fourteenth century when windlasses worked by
hand, similar to those used f'or_drawing water from wells,
were introduced for hoisting the coal in baskets.
worked by horses were in~roduced.

Later,gins

This method of winding

was continued until about the nineteenth century although
·water ~heels were used to raise coal in some placeso
Since the early days of coal mining, both blackdamp
and firedamp explosions were frequent due to bad ventilation.

3
It was an old practice to burn out the firedamp . by ,igniting
it with a light on a pole which _was carried by a fireman
who was wrapped in rags, saturated with water, and who
used to lie on the floor while he extended· his · ·light towards
the face.

This was a recognized method of dealing with

.firedamp fo .r a long period.
In the early stages of mining, only natural° ventilation was usedo

Furnaces for ventilation,to augment the flow

of air resulting from natural drafts,were used as early as
1732,and stoppings to regulate the course of air were used
in 1759.

The location of the furnace was at the foot of the

upcast _shaft thus giving rise to a chimney effect which
increased the flow of air through the workings.

Reference

of a mechanical ventilator is found as early as the fifteenth
century but its real use, in general, was not to be found
before the · beginni·ng of the nineteenth century.
Drainage from underground workings was always a problem.

Chain-bucket pumps, operated by horses, were intro-

duced about the middle of the seventeenth century.

Invention

of the steam engine and its application to mine pumping, about
.the beginning of the eighteenth century, helped to solve the
pumping and_.winding problems to a great extent.
·As the demand for coal grew due to increased industrialization, haphazard working of mines underground had to
be abandoned.

The earliest systematic method of underground

workings was the "Room and Pillarn which was universally
adoptedo

But in most of such mines the largest percentage
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of coal was taken from the first workings, that is, the
pillars were made small and rooms largeo
coal was lost in the pillarso

As a result, much

Gradually, by experience,

mining engineers learned the safer methods-of exploitation.
In the present day practice, about 15 to 35 percent of coal
is taken during development work so as to make the pillars
stand for subsequent extraction with minimum of loss.

Room

and Pillar mining is very flexible and can give very high
outputs.

It is decidedly the best method which can give

highest production per man-shift (O.M.S.).

In ·the United

..

States,the majority of coal comes from Room and Pillar work
and gives the world's record overall output of more than 5
tons per man-shift • .
The Longwall method was probably introduced in the
latter part of the seventeenth century.

This method is

found useful in deep mines where strata pressures are high
and control of roof can be easily achieved.

Most of the

coal in England and on the Cont.inent, where the pre sent
working depth is great, is worked by Longwall.

This method

gives a much lower overall output per man-shift compared
to the Room and Pillar mining.
to 1.5 tons·.

In this case, it is about 1

Although the overall O.M.S. value is poor in

Longwall, this is probably the only method by which seams
at great depth can be exploitedo

Due to lower output per

man-shift in Longwall, the mining engineers are trying to
devise means by which Room and Pillar mining can be safely
adopted in deep mines.

Some progress has been made on this
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.line and probably it may not be impossible in the future tb
apply successfully the Room and Pillar mining in deeper mineso
Since the introduction of the steam engine in. eighteenth century, the growth of railroads and manµfacturing industries increased the demand for coal.

As a result, the

coal mining industry grew fa~tero

Production of coal as

well as consumer goods increasedo

These could be exported

to other countries from which raw materials for the manufacturing industries could be importedo

These industrial

developments, during the last century had built England into
one of the most powerful nations of the ·w orldo
The coal reserves in the United States are the richest
of any nation; amounting to 30 percent of the world's known
totaio

In the field of energy supply where coal competes

with alternate sources of power, or heat, coal is by far the
major contributor of British Thermal Units to United States
energy consumption.
trial nationo

This is also t~ue with any other indus-

In 1954, coal .contributed (measured in BotoUo

content) 3908 percent of the total consumption of energy in
the United States; petroleum products, 27.3 percent and natural
gas, 27.2 percent.

So essential and substantial is the con-

tribution of coal that it obviously forms the foundation on
which is erected the entire United States pattern of B.t.u.
input and consumption.

Coal has powered America's industrial

revolution from the beginning.

It is the yardstick which

other fuels use to measure their abilities to compete.
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At the present day, systematic development of workings
by both Room and Pillar and Longwall methods is practiced
in a scientific way.

The great demand for cqal and the

extensive size o.f mines led to ·the development· of various
kinds of mining machinery that can replace manual labor •
. At the present time, the coal winning and transportation
-have been completely mechanized in many mines which can
thus produce a continuous flow of coal from the face to the
surface.
Ventilation, due to increased depth and extensive
workings, is not a great problem nowo

Very large mechanical

ventilators on the surface and auxiliary fans underground
are used to provide fresh air to every working place and to
dilute and render harmless the inflammable and noxious
gaseso

In deep mines,where the strata temperature is very

high due to geothermic gradien~ or where weathering of the
exposed surfaces of coal occur, air conditioning is usefully
employed to deal with the situation.
Dust control problems are being tackled scientifically
by systematic sampling of the air and evaluating and· by·
taking measures in preventing the formation and dissipation
of dustso

Multistage turbine pumps are now available whi·ch

can pump large quantities of wat_er at high heads~

Lighting

standards underground have b.een considerably improved due to
the introduction of electric cap lamps and other fixed lampso
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CHAPTER II

COAL MINING METHODS
Surface Mining
Surface mining is the simplest and the cheapest of
all mining methods.

There are no problems of support,

ventilation or lighting.

All work is done in open air

and, hence, it is called opencast or open-pit mining.
Opencast mining can be applied to thick coal seams
either outcropping o~ occurring under a very shallow cover.
It involves the complete removal of the overburden and then
the extraction of the coal so exposed.

This method can be

applied up to a certain economic depth beyond which the
cost of mining will be prohibitive.

This economic depth

varies from one country to another depending upon the degree
of mechanization and the cost of labor involved.
Recently, since about 30 years ago, a new technique
has been developed by which coal can be converted into gas
insituo

This method is known as underground gasification.

It may be defined as the process whereby an injected gaseous
mixture is made to react, by burning and destructive distillation, with solid coal bed so as to produce a gas containirg
the maximum of useful fuel products.

The chief aim of gasi-

fication is to produce cheap fuel, but certain types of
operations can produce gases suitable for chemical synthesis.
Surface mining methods will not be considered in detail
as this thesis is written on underground methods of working
onlyo

Underground Mining
As the seams go deeper or the thickness of overburden
increases, mining canriot be profitable by the opencast
method.

In such cases, an approach to the seam .is · made by

shafts, inclines or adits.

When the seam is reached, the

actual min~ng method employed depends upon depth and local
conditions.

The method chosen may be Room and Pillar,

Longwall or Horizon system.
As stated previously, the earliest system of working
a coal mine was Room and Pillar which is also variously
known as Bord and Pillar, Stoop and Room and Pillar and
Stall.

The Room and Pillar system involves the driving of

a series of narrow headings which are parallel to each
other _and connected by cross-headings so as to form pillars
for subsequent extraction, (Figure 40) either partial or
complete, ·as geological conditions or the necessity for
supporting the surface permit.
The _L ongwall system was developed later and is gradually
replacing the Room and Pillar system in deeper mines.

There

are two categories of longwall system viz., (a) Longwall
Advancing and (b) Longwall Retreating.
Lon~all Advancing system involves the extraction of
the panel of coal to be worked by advancing the face forward
on a bro.ad front, leaving behind the roadways serving it and
which ar~ supported by packs of stone or other artificial
filling in the area of extraction (Figure 21).

These roads

are then maintained in condition to provide for haulage and
ventilation.
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The Longwall Retreating system is a combination of
Room and Pillar and Longwall Advancing systemso

Headings

are driven in the coal, as in the case of room and pillar
mining, but large pillars are .formedo

These pillars are

then extradted, working back towards the roadway from which
the headings had been started (Figure 79}o

When this system

can be adopted, it may combine the advantages secured by
each o.f the other two systems, and in .favorable conditions,
avoid some of their disadvantageso
The Horizon Mining system involves the ·development
of di.f.ferent horizons in stone by a network o.f level roadways and the extraction o.f pitching seams of coal between
horizons by longwall methodo

The coal worked in between

a pair of horizons is transported through the lower of the
two horizons (Figure 25)o
Room and Pillar System
Conditions Suitable for Room and Pillar System
The depth at whi'c h the . pressure o.f the superincumbent
strata reaches nearly the crushing strength o.f coal, may be
considered as ·t he limiting depth .for room and pillar mining.
In some seams,longwall may have to be adopted earlier than
in other seams due to variation of the strength' of' coalo
Gen~rally, at depths greater than 2000 :ft o, longwall mining
is usually adoptedo
Driving entries and rooms in thick seaJI1s is very easy,
cheap and conveniento

In thin seams, however, tramming is

difficult and conveyors may have to be used or costly brushing
of roof or floor 0£ haulage entries is requiredo
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Seams under villages, towns, valuable buildings, roads,
railways, rivers, seas, fire areas, water-logged goafs, etc.
are worked by room and pillar system; leaving pillars for the
support of the top.

If total -e xtraction is desired, stowing

or packing· has to be resorted to.
In faulted areas, longwall is not usually suitable and
room and pillar system is adopted.
As it is difficult to dispose of the dirt bands in
room and pillar mining, clean seams free from dirt bands are
suitable for the adoption of room and pillar method.
Room and Pillar method is also suitable in seams where
roof and floor are strong to enable the · roof to stand well
in the bords and to prevent the floor from lifting.

The coal

should also be sufficiently strong to stand in the pillars
without crushing.
Advantages .Qf Room and Pillar System
I£ the room and pillar system, roadways are supported
by solid pillars.

Thus the roads can be maintained in safe

conditions without· using much artificial supports.
Intensive mechanization can 'te adopted in room and
pillar system and output per man-shift at the face is greater
than in longwal1 method since all operations are productive.
Labor is better utilized in room and pillar system since
its unproductive use in packing is . eliminated.
The relatively smaller size of the group of workers
enco~rages team spirit.

Supervision and maintenance of

discipline are fac·i litated and the progress of work can be
readily checked shi£t by shift.
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In room and pillar work, the area is proved in advance
by driving headings.

In longwall, on meeting a fault the

whole output is lost.

In room and pillar, on knowi~g the

direction of the fault, the rest of the headings may be
accordingly driven, i.e., initial planning may be modified.
This is a~so possible in longwall retreating sys·tem.
Disadvantages of Room and Pillar System
The deeper the seams, the greater is the difficulty
of working by room and pillar due to higher strata -pressure.
In this method, the rate of advance is sometimes slow because
development takes greater time.

This is of course not true

for well mechanized room and pillar workings where 2 or 3
cycles per shift can be obtained. ·
_ There is danger of crush during depillaring due to
higher stresses of the superincumbent strata acting on the
pillars. · Also, the percentage of extraction is less.

Venti-

lation is more difficult; especially in gassy mines.

In long

headings where auxiliary or oooster fans have to be installed,
ventilation will be more costly.
A large number of roadways have to be driven -and maintained in room and pillar work and their maintenance is also
costly. ·_I n thin seams, a large amount of deadwork is needed
for keeping the large number of roads_ open by dressing the
roo.f and/ or floo·r •
. For the same _output, a large number of working places
are required in room and pillar work compared to longwall system.
This makes · supervision difficult.

If the mine is extensive,
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hauling lengths are greatly increased involving increased
haulage cost.

In this system, the need of constant flitting

of the mac_hinery from· place to place is great.

So the

number of idle hours of machinery in room and pillar will
be greater than that of ~ongwall.
There is difficulty in extraction of contiguous seams
especially dur_ing depillaring operations (without packing).
However, this difficulty is reduced by working the seams in
descending ordero
The roof control is comparatively di_:f.ficult during
extraction of ·pillars when no packing is adopted.

If pillars .

are ~eak, additional stresses may be thrown on the pillars in
the depillaring area which may cause overriding of pillars
or p~emature collapse.

If

some piliars are left in the goaf,

the goaf will not settle quickly and this will produce an
undulating subsided surf'ace.
The money invested is not always quickly returned.
In room and pillar work, winning of' coal is cheap and gives
maximum pro.fit during extraction of pillarso

This me~ns a

longer period has to be waited until the development is
complete.
In highly mechani.zed mines, a high standard of planning
and organization and a larger staff of skilled technicians
is needed to achieve maximum e££iciency in mining operations.
Longwall System
Conditions Suitable for Longwall Working
The system is very suitable in thin seams.

Under these

conditions, the gate roads are made large enough by ripping
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the roof or dinting the floor for ef.ficient haulage and
ventilation and, further, the material so obtained can
be used in~packs.

It· is also the best method for use

at great depths .from the roo.f -control point

9 ..f.

view.

The

property should be comparatively free from faults, dykes
and other_geological disturbances, however.
Seams containing a number of dirt bands can be
worked efficiently by longwall method as these bands can
be.picked out underground or efficiently separated on the
surface.

The separated material can be sent ·down or used

for packing on the spot.
Seams having a tough roof which hends gradually
when settling onto the packs instead of breaking heavily
over.large areas at intervals are suitable for longwall
working.

Seams having a weak friable roof can also be

successfully worked by the longwall method as new roof is
continually being exposed as the face advances, and is,
therefore, more secure than roof which stands for some considerable time and has been broken up due to roo.f pre_s sure.
Gassy seams are easier .to work by longwall as there
are few roadways and ventilation presents a little problem.
Seams lia?le to spontaneous combustion can be efficiently
~orked by longwall provided that all the coal is extracted
and th~ goaf is solidly packed •
. Contiguous seams in close proximity can be more effectively worked by longwall as less disturbance is iikely to
be caused to adjacent seams than by room and pillar method.
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. Advantages of Longwall Advancing System
Full productive operations can be commenced in longwall mini~g with comparatively little development work.

Also, this method provides for the maximum degree of extraction from .the seam.

Longwall workin~ requires a concentra-

tion of men and, therefore, large outputs can be drawn from
relatively small working areas.
Subsidence is uniform over the working area and its
rate and amount can be regulated within limits by the method
and quality of packing.
Disadvantages of Longwall Advancing System
Maintenance of roadways ·ror haulage and ventilation
through goaf is more costly due to use of additional unproductive labor and material required for such work.
If sufficient packing material is not available underground, it has to be transported from the surface which requires
more unproductive labor and a transport system.

If packs are not properly made, there is chance of leakage of air through the packs which may cause sluggish ventilation at the face and may also cause spontaneous heating
in·. the goaf if coal is left in such areas.
In ·.l ongwall advancing system, a rigid cycle of operations

is to be followed.

Multiple coal-getting shifts can not be

obtained as in.room and pillar system •
. Faults or ot~er geological disturbances can not be
proved in advance, so outputs are hampered when they are met
with.
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For some distances behind the working face, the roadways are in moving ground.

In such conditions, uninterrupted

working o:f roadway be·l t conveyors is more di.f.ficult to
ensure.
When the boundary is reached, the salvage of all support
materials. and the removal of all machinery must be expedited
if serious losses are to be avoided.

This requires a large

salvage sta.ff'.
Advantages 2.£ Longwall Retreating System
The area is proved in advance.

First the boundary is

reached during dev~lopment and then ~he face recedes towards
the shaft.
met with.

Hence, planning can be modified if faults are
The gate roads are maintained in solids and, there-

fore., they are well supported.

As ·t he ground is stable, the

roadway conveyor will be better installed, less liable to
damage and therefore more reliable.
In advancing the gate roads, ·as the boundary is reached,
the longest length of conveyors, haulage tracks, etc. are
required, but in ·retreating, these length go on decreasing,
thus reducing the transport cost accordingly.
Packing goaf may be avoided completely.
are contiguous seams, packing may be required.

But if there
The labor

.required for unproductive work of packing can be reduced.
Hence,. the number of productive shifts can be increased •

. No stable in the gate road is required as in longwall
advancing method since galleries are already driven, thus
saving in labor and explosive.
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There is no leakage of airo

So ventilation is better

e.f.fectedo
Disadvantages o.f Longwall Retreating System _
The initial development work is extensive and hence
very costlyo

_Fq.11 production and large output is delayedo

The roadway conditions within a .few hundred .feet . o.f
the .face are not good sine~ roof pressure due to subsidence
acts in side roads alsoo

So a strict vigilance is requiredo

However, these gate roads are in better condition than those
of longwall advancing system where roads are ·maintained in
the goafo
Horizon Mining
Conditions Suitable for Horizon Mining
Contiguous and pitching seams are suitable for horizon
mining systemo

This method may also be adopted when large

outputs are wanted at great depth where transport is a
bottleneck in conventional single level mining operationso
Advantages o.f Horizon Mining
There is greater flexibility available in the choice
of a main road haulage systemo

Since the main roads are

level, locomotive haulage is an economical and effective method o.f coal haulage underground.

Where man-riding

is necessary, it is easily accomplished with locomotive
haulage without additional equipmento

Under similar condi-

tions. locomotive haulage is more efficient than rope haulage.

The £lexibility of locomotive the haulage system makes

it far superior for the transportation of large quantities
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.of' output to a single point and allows quick and punctual
return of empty mine cars to the loading-points inbyeo

Any

· alter~tion in the c.apacity 0£ the main _haul~ge can lie dealt
w~th easily in a locomotive
haulage system by redu~dng
·or
.
increasing the number o:f locomotives or mine cars in ·useo
This method is favorahl:e where_ stowage material, ·
supports and o_ther supplies have . to be brought to the face .

in large quantitieso
Ventilation is more ef'ficient as the main intake and

main ~eturn airways are completely separated~

Since it is

not necessary to provide air-crossings at f'requent intervals, leakage of air is µiinimi·zedo

The· intake air is kept

almost free from methane, since the roadway is in stoneo
. The horizon mining system allows the possibility of
working several seams simultaneously.
Disadvantages .Qf Horizon Min.i ng
There -is greater initial cost · brought about by the
driving of expensive drifts. i .n rock and longer timeLis

required for initial development before coal winning is
commencedo
This ~ystem r~quires a certain minimum reserve of coal
available·, yaryirig with conditions but ~u.ffic~ent to amortise
th~ ·cost 0£ stone . drifting and _cover interest charges~

This

minimum_reserve· varies according to the net proceeds, cap~tal
expen~iture require~ ~d the g~ologic~l conditions, and ma~
.be . e~timated at approximately 10 mill·ion tons per levelo
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Factors Influencing the Choice of Method
If the pitch is less and the seam is outcropping or
occurs under a shallow cover, quarrying can be done profitably for a great distance in the direction of the dip.

For

quarry work, the property should be extended along the strike.
If the pitch is more than l in 5, even though the seam is
outcropping, it cannot be worked by this method~

After

the economic limit 0£ quarrying, the seam has to be worked
by

underground mining methods.

As the depth increases, roof

support becomes more and more difficult since pillars, after
standing for some time, may cruph or collapse due to heavy
pressure of the superincumbent· strata.

At moderate depths,

room and pillar method can be adopted where the pillars can
stand well but at higher depths the pillars have to be made
large in size and the rooms would be narrow.

Consequently,

the percentage of extraction in the first working, i.e.,
during development, would be very low and thus the development cost would be very high.
may occur.

Moreover, standing pillars

In such cases longwall method will be the only

alternative.
Moderately pi~ching seams can be worked by room and
pillar method or by longwall method but when the pitch is too
steep, horizon system of mining with longwall face will be
very sl).itable.
Thick seams, if outcropping or occurring under a
shallow cover, can be worked by opencast method up to economic
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limit of working depth.

Normally, thick seams are worked

by room and pillar method because larger amounts of packing
materials are not easily available for .longwall work.

In

thin seams, either the roof or the floor of the main roads
i~ brushed out and the brushing material can be used for
longwall working.
Quality of the seam may also play an important part
in the choice of the method of working.

The physical prop-

erty such as pronounced cleat, hard 0£ soft coal will
influence the strength of pillars and duration for which
they can be allowed to stand.

These properties influence

production of slack coal and reduce the strength of pillars
causing crush of pillars.

Extraction of such pillars will

become ditficult if room and pillar method is adopted.

The

chemical property such as a seam liable to spontaneous
combustion may require that the seam be worked by panel
system or complete packing or stowing may have to be adopted.
The actual method of extraction and layout of workings,
both in room and pillar and longwall, is greatly influenced
by the roof and floor conditions.

!£ a low pitching thick seam is outcropping but is under

a high ridge, i~ cannot be worked by opencast.method due to
heavy overburden ~lthough conditions are suitable for opencast mining.

If due to geological disturbances a number of

seams:in succession are highly folded causing increase in
.
.
pitch, horizon system 0£ mining may be a very suitable method.
In deep mines where longwall system is adopted and
sufficient packing material is not available, it may be
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desirable to adopt retreating longwall instead o:f advancing longwall.
Longwall method of extraction of coal requires a
steady marketo

"t\Tbere demand o:f coal is :fluctuating the room

and pillar method can easily cope with the situation.
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CHAPTER III

MINE LAYOUT AND DESIGN
Strata Behavior
tlhen a coal seam is totally extracted over a considerably large area there will evidently be subsidence
of the strata right up to the ·surface whatever may be
the depth and thickness of the seam and the method of
working.

The effects of partial extraction may, ho~ever,

be limited to movement of the strata.

The extent of such

movement is dependent on the width of excavation and the
size of the coal pillars left in-situ.·

In coal measure

rocks; i.e., the . rocks associated ~th coal seams, the
weight of the superincumbent _strata is abou~ l p.s.i. per
foot of depth.

So at great depths the weight will be

greater than the carrying power of any practi~al torm of
artificial supportso

Mining at great depths is, there-

fore, only possible because the greater proportion of the
load due to the weight of the superincumbent strata over
any excavation is transferred to the sides of the excavation
as abutment loads.

The object of strata control is to

reduce the stresses in the work~ng areas so the strength
of the subsiding roof mass is conserved and breakage of
the roof beds i~ ~inimized. · The· artificial .· supports reinforce natural pillars in order to control movement of the
nether roof beds and to maintain· space in the working areas.
Control of the beds nearest to the seam has an important
bearing on the behavior of the upper bed~, but artificial
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. supports are inadequate to sustain the load du~ to weight
of the ·over;ying strata.

It is_, therefore, essential° that

workings should be so designed that concentration of.main
roof loads in working ~reas is ·avoided and provision · is
made for accommodation of concentrated abut·ment loads ·on
. coal pillars .of adequate dimensions or, when nec~ssa.ry, .
in excavated areas but in such positions as to be clear
of the roadwayso
As soon as a roadway is driven in solid coal, the
state of equlibrium of the strata is immediately disturbed due to the inability of the strata immediately
above _the excavation to maintain the we.ight of the super.incumbent beds.

The nether - roof beds immedi~tely above

the excayation for some distance bend downward.

The bend-

ing of the roof beds will cause the beds to sag away from
each other.

In this way they are no longer subjected to.

the weight of the higher rocks and they become destressedo
The destressed strata will lie-within an arch known as
ttpressure archtt.

The loads of the beds above the pressure

arch are trans·f erred to the solid pillars on each . side . of
.· the 'roadway.

These loads are c~lled abutment loads of the

pressure ~~ch.

If the width of the excavation -~s increased,

the dimension of. the pressure arch also .increases · until a
.

.

width is. reached.greater than that which the .higher beds are
_a ble to:· bridge.
. pres.s ure arch.

This width is called the width of: -maximum
The maximum pressure arc_h set up around the

solid perimeter of L_o ngwall or other wide · workings is shown in
Figure lo

The width of maximum pressure'arch varies with

2)

depth but it is influenced by the prevailing strata conditions.

Conditions of the gate roads in Longwall workings

are generally good fo~-a certain distance back from the
face, beyond which the gate roads begin to be disturbed.
As the face advances,this point of disturbance in the
gate road ~lso advances.

This is an indication of the

position of the back abutment of the pressure arch.

The

distance between the face and the position of the back
abutment may be taken approximately as the width of the
maximum pressure- arch · in the prevailing conditions.
From observations made on Longwa~l roadways, the
following figures are given as conservative estimates of
the width of the maximum pressure arch for various depths

(48):
Depth
Ft.

Width of" Max. Pressure
Yd.
Arch.

400

40

600

50

800

60

1000

70

1200

80

1400

90

1600

100

1800

110

The main roof load can be transferred over a distance
not exceeding the width of" the maximum pressure arch., which
thus provides a rough datum for the design of workingso
Because of the possible influence of local strata conditions,
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.however, it is desirable to determ·ine the indiv_idual pressure arch by direct observations.

The figures given serve

only as a .general guide for design purposes pending actual
ascertainment.

For designing workings on ·t his ·principle ·

provision must be made for the accommodation of the abutment loads .on coal pillars of adequate size or in excavated
areas with positions which are clear of the roadways.
Behavior of Coal Pillars
It is known that the compressive strength o:f c·o al
is infinite if there is complete lateral constraint.

Coal

has planes of natural weakness and when coal pillars are
formed the sides of pillars are · fractured and tend to move
towards the excavated area.

The friction between the roof

and fl.oor and the fractured coal opposes this movement and
sets up lateral constraint which increases toward the center
of the pillar.

Thus, if the pillars are of' suff'iciently

large an area near the center, it will be completely constrained and it will support any load w~ich may be . imposed.
It is evident that a large coal pillar will carry a much
.. greater load than a number of small pillars of the same
.· total area.

Similarly~ a square pillar will car~y a greater

load than a. rectangular pillar of the same area.

{48)

· The width of a pillar for a particular duty · is a function of the maximum load which the pillar may have to carry
and . is therefore determined by the widths of t~e adjoining
excavations~

Observations have shown that a satisfactory

width £or a pillar b·etween comparatively wide excavations
(about three-quarters of the width of the maximum pressure
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arch) is · equal to the width 0£ the excavations.

It is

deduced that a pillar as wide as the maximum pressure arch
will withstand the abutment loads imposed by ~ide wor}tings
on both sides of the pillar, and _that a pillar.._· h~lf- as
wide as the maximum pressure arch will withst~nd the abutment load i~posed by wide workings on one side of the
pilla~.
The Design 0£ Mine Workings
Room and Pillar
In Room and Pillar working~ the roads are narrow
and pillars are large.

The abutment loads on the coal

pillar~, due to driving of narrow-roads, will therefore
be small.

This is true in the development stage.

But

after 4evelopment when the .extraction of piliars is started · on the retreat, the pillars adjoining the goaf ~11 be
subjected to the forward abutment load of maximum pressure .
arch which spans the area and the back abutment load rests
in the goaf.

In this· case, t .he width of the pil_lars should

riot be lErss than half the width of the maximum pressure.
arch under the · prevailing conditions.

Reference to the

_. table o;n -Page 23 will... sh~w· that the width of the pillars
increase from 20 yard·s at _- a depth of 400 feet to 55 yards
. at .a depth of ·1soo feet~

This width is the actual width

of pillar and not the distance from center to center-.

The

most convenient pillar shape is a square but 'i f rectangular
shapes are made the shortest length should be one~half the
width of the· maximum· pressure arch.
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While pillars are being extracted, a straight line
of face should be maintained to avoid local concentration
of loads on the. pillar.

The strength of pillars should

be conserved by avoiding splitti·ng and, in deep mines,
it is better to take slices from the sides of pillars which
are in destressed zones.
Roadways~ Pillars Giving _Full Support
When roadways are driven in solid coal, the width
of the supporting pillars should not be less than the
mean of the width of maximum pr~ssure arch and the width
of a single roadway.

Pillars of this width will be capable

of carrying the loads imposed by the front abutment of the
maximum pressure arch set up across the edge of wide goafs
on each side of the roadways.

Figure 2 shows the layout

of narrow roadways and Figure 3 shows the layout in a thin
seam where the roadways are made wide enough to provide
space for packing the stone from the rippings.

In both

cases,pillars 2 and 3 can be reduced in size without causing
damage to the roads provided the pillars 1 and

4, adjoi~ing

the goafs, have widths of the maximum pressure arch. · In
practice,all the pillars should have the width of maximum·
pressure arch in order to provide for the loads to be car~
ried in the final extraction stage.

An abutment zone situ-

ated upon solid coal tends to move forward in time and may
cause damage to roads nearest to the goafs.

For this reason,

generally, two pillars are left between the outermost roads
in the panel and the goafs in the case of main roadways which
have to stand for a long time and especially at great depths.
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Yield-Pillar Technique
In deve~opment headings at shallow depths,sufficiently
wide roads seldom give ·trouble whereas in deep_ mines and
especially when the depth is more than 800 ·feet · even narrow
roadways are. difficult to maintain.

This is due to the

high concen~ration of abutment loads on the roadsides.

To

overcome this diffuculty, a new method known as YieldPillar Technique has been developed~ (l}. ·
It has been seen by experiment in the Plessey Seam
at a Northumberland Colliery in England ·{4) that if the
length of a shortwall face for partial extraction is not
more than three-quarters of the width of maximum pressure
arch, the roof in the working area is relieved of its load
and the main roof load is transferred to the sides of the
excavation as abutment loads and stable conditions are maintained if c·o al pillars of a width equal to that of the exca- ·
vation are left on each side.
Experiments have also shown that similar transference
of loads occur when comparatively wide places, which are
separated by coal pillars small enough to yield, are driven
within limits fixed by the width of the maximum pressure
archo

The yery minute yield, which is necessary, will be

afforded by bands in the coal, by the roof or the floor,
without apparent change in the coal.

The pillar must be

strong enough to carry the residual load due to the strata
within the pressure arch which· is set up across the pane~ of
roadwayso

When this pillar yields, the abutments of the
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p_ressure arch of the wide place will rest upon the solid
coal at some distance from the sides of the roadways at
both sides of the panel · -as shown in Figure 4.

When the

pillar is too wide to yiel~two ind~pendent-pr~~sure arches
will be formed above the two roadways as shown in Figure 5.
The smaller abutment loads do not result in the coal sides
yielding to the same extent and the loads acting near the
coal sides are sufficient to cause the roof to shear~

The

dimensions of the pressure arch set up across a panel- of
yield-pillar workings of less overall width than that of
the maximum pressure arch will vary with the width of the
· panel and will generally be the same for a given width whatever the depth.

The. maximum width across a panel of yield-

pillar ~orkings must be less than the width of the maximum
pressure arch under the prevailing conditions and solid coal
barriers of· a width adequate to sustain the imposed abutment
loads must always be maintained on both flanks of the panel.
A safe limit for the width acro$s a panel is three-quarters
of the width of the maximum pressure arch and the width of
the barrier_ pillars on the flanks should not be less than
the mean of the width across the panel and the width of the
· maximum pressure arch.

The plans· and elevations o.f Yield-_

Pillar roads in the case of thin and thick seams are shown
_in Figur~s 6 and 7, respectively.
Pillars ..!:2£ Partial Extraction
Where only partial extraction is desirable, pillars
less than those in normal .room and pillar .p ractice may be
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_formed.

To depths of about 400 feet, approximately 50%

of the coal can be extracted in this way without appreciable
subsidence of the surface.

At greater depths, howeve_r, the

percentage of extraction will be much less.

Because the

pillars formed by the extraction of such a small proportion
cf coal ar~ designed to carry only the normal cover load,
they would fail progressively if for any reason a concentrated load had to be carried and, therefore, care must be
taken not to form large areas of such pillars if it is possible that full extraction may be required later.
The extent of surface subsidence may be limited by
"crushed-pillar" practice in which pillars small enough
to crush are formed~on retreat; generally, by splitting
larger pillars, which were formed in advancing.
Mechanized Room and Pillar Workings
Mechanized room and pillar workings have hitherto
largely been limited to depths of . about 400 feet, but development of the yield-pillar technique will allow this method
to be used in the deeper seams.

Figure 8 shows room and pil-

lar workings for full extraction where three rooms are driven
from each entry.

In order to keep loads in the working area

below the normal cover load, the width across all rooms working from a pair 0£ entries must not exceed three-quarters
of the width of the maximum pressure arch.

The pillars

between the two rooms of each room entries f.orm the yieldpillars , ( 48):

F,au~tF 8
Mechanized Room and Pillar workings
using Yield-Pillar Technique (48)
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Longwall Workings
In longwall workings a short face is sometimes driven
ahead in the solid coal to provide opening out of other
longwall faces as shown in Figur.e 9.

If this short face

is not more than three-quarters the width of the maximum
pressure arch under the prevailing conditions, a transverse
pressure arch will be .formed across the excavation.

The

roof loads in the excavated area will be much less than
the normal cover load due to the abutment loads of the
pressure arch resting on solid coal on the flanks.
When the longwall faces are opened from the flanks,
a longitudinal pressure arch is formed wi.t h its front abutment resting on the solid coal in advance of the face and
the back abutment behind in the goafo

If the longwall face

is started right from the flank of the roadways leading
to the short advancing longwall face, the back abutment of
this longitudinal pressure arch will caus·e damage to these
roadways.

The damage can be p~evented by leaving coal pillars

of adequate size between the .face on t ·he flanks and the
short excavation.

These pillars have to carry one abutment

load· of the transverse pressure arch which spans t ·he short
excavation and the back abutment load of the maximum pressure
arch .of the face on the flank.

An adequate width. of pillar

to accommodate these loads will be not less ·than half the
width of the short winning face, plus half the width of the
maximum pressure. arch formed on the longwall face on the
flank.

Pillars of this size can be extracted without
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diff~culty as their strength is ample to sustain the
abutment loads wh~ch are imposed.

{4g)

Owing to the support afforded across the corners
at the . rib sides of longwall faces, the front abutment
pressure zone is closer to the face near the rib side and
may tend to invaae the face area.

This often results in

roof damage at the fast ends of the faces.

The stronger

the coal and the smaller the abutment pressure the more
likely this is to occur.

It has been found that damage

from this cause can be prevented by maintaining an angle
of about 95° between the face and the rib side, as this
reduces the support across the corne~ and causes the abutment zone to move further onto the coal.
The back abutment of the pressure arch across the
face always has an adverse effect on the gate roads· behind
advancing faces.·

This can often be reduced by providing

"double packs" which reduce the load on the roadway by concentrating the pressure at some distance from the road sides.
If the back abutment of the transverse pressure arch across
the rib side also acts on a gate road, maintenance difficulties will be increased.

This can be reduced when the dis-

tance between the rib side and gate road is not more than
three-quarters of the width of the maximum pressure arch
under the prevailing conditions as shown in Figure 10.
When a number of longwall faces are advancing in
series~ roof trouble is likely to occur on the following
faces if the back ~butment of the leading face is in line
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with the front abutment of the following face.

This can

be avoided by keeping the length of the step between the
two faces substantially greater than the width of the
maximum pressure arch as. shown in Figure 10.
In the Retreating Longwall method, trouble from
back abutment is eliminated, but the front abutment may
have an adverse effect on.the roadway in the solid coal
in advance of the face.

The development of the Yield-

Pillar Technique will help in averting this trouble if roads
are driven in pairs separated by suitable yielding pillars,
as shown in Figure 11.

Since the main load is transferred

to the flanks as the yield-pillar roadways are driven, it
can be expected that the -front abutment pressure set up by
the retreat~ng face would not act on the yielded pillar
zone, but would be deflected to the flanks and would intensify the pressure·in the abutment zones already established
by

the transverse pressure arch across the·two roads.

It

is quite probable that the chain pillars would give effective support to the rib-side road left for the working of
the next faceo
Effect of Mechanization
The effect of mechanization on the design and layout
is considerable from the viewpoint of planning and roof control.

For ex~mple, the.faces in longwall workings where a

power loading-machine is used must be laid out on the best
line and at the optimum length ~or the particular machine
which is to be used.

If, for instance, a machine can cut
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and load at a consistent rate of 25 yd. per hour and such
factors as travelling time and haulage facilities can give
six hours of actual working time at the face, it is a great
wastage of machine potential to use a face only 100 yards
long instead of the optimum 150 yards.

Planning can also

minimize the amount of road construction and other ancillary
work which has to be done within a district.

It may be

possible to use retreating panels or a combination of advancing and retreating panels.
All power loading machines in longwall workings require a good roof ,under which to operate and·. full value
can not be obtained from the machine unless this is providedo

Each machine requires for its a~tual working area

a certain ~ount of unsupported ground and the roof control, in general, must be such that this space

can

remain

open for the time required by the machine without roof
falls interfering with the work.

The actual space required

over the machine ·is, however, far from being the only aspect of roof control problem.

Quick erection of permanent

supports with quick load-bearing characteristics and as
close as possible to the coal face is perhaps the most important point.

Where power loading machines are used,

supports of adjustable length, which can be easily and quickly handled ar~ almost essential if the erection of supports
is to keep pace with the rate of travel of the mach~neo
Hydraulic self-advancing supports h~ve been recently developed
which can keep pace with the rate of travel of -the face.

By
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the use.of this method of supper\ it has indicated that not
only the total roof/floor convergence is minimized but also
the differential lateral movement between roof and floor
is considerably reduced.

It is felt that a wide applica-

tion of this method of support will increase productivity
on .faces where high speed coal-getting machines are usedo
One great advantage which power loaders possess over
hand-working by conventional methods, from roof control
point of view, is that nq precutting is necessary.

The

machine and the operators work under newly exposed· roof
which has not been standing weakly supported by nogged coal
for some hours or, at weekends and holidays, fo·r some days.
In conventiona~ working, the distance from the really solid
coal at the back of the cut to the front edge of the pack
may be quite high.

With some kinds of power loader such

as Dosco Miner, this distance can be reduced to as little
as 5 fto and, when packing is completed, the face can be
very snugly supported - a factor

·or

~pecial importance at

weekends and holidays n(29:)
It is known that the ·failure of a support system is
often. c-aus~d by the fact that the props are penetrating
eithe:r- the roo.f or the floor at . a very· low load thus allowing a considerable increase in the natural floor/roof convergence.

It :1s possibl·e to fit foot pieces to props in

order to eliminate or minimize this pentration but there
is, as yet,

no

formulae that can be applied so that a

pattern and density of support could be arrived.at which
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would give the maximum resistance between roof and floor
with a minimum of support settings.

For a long time it has been realized that the initial resistance offered by rigid sup·ports was low even
when such supports were erected with care.

Consequently,

bed separation is earlier and convergence is more resulting in hazards of roof failure.

This is true whether· it

is a longwall face or at roadheads where ripping is done.
In ripping lips, in addition to falls of ground due to
earlier bed separation-, there is the risk of shots · ~gniting firedamp in.breaks and such ignitions may extend to
adjacent wastes via breaks and separation cavities.

The

development of yielding type of supports having high initial resistance provides a means of reducing roof convergence and the consequent bed separation (6).
Figures 12 and 13 show the effect on convergence
and prop resistance when wood and hydraulic props, supporting roadhead girders, are used in a gate road beyond the
ripping lip up to the face.

Two sets of convergence record-

ers are used; one is set between the floor and the immediate
roof, and one between the floor and some 12 ft. above the
roof of the seam.

It shows, that for the same period, the

convergence is considerably reduced by the use of hydraulic
props.

The initial load, in case of hydraulic props, is about

7 tons and then rises to 22 tons at which the load remains con-

stant whereas, in case of wood props supporting girders, the
initial resistance is zero arid the maximum load never remains
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constant.

Thus it shows also the reliability of using

hydraulic props to control the roof movements.
The Influence of Cleat
Cleat is a cleavage plane in coal.

In most of. ·the

coal seams there are three planes of cleavage along which
.coal breaks ·in cubical blocks.

There is the cleavage

along the plane of stratification of the seam which is
parallel to the roof and floor.

At right angles to this

plane of stratification two other cleavages are present,
one is more pronounced than the other.

The more pro~

no~ced one is called "face" or ttbord" cleat and the less
pronounced and irregular one is called "endn or "butttt
cleat.

Not only the coal seams but also certain surround-

ing strata bear the evidence of cleavage planes.
Figure 14 shows rooms driven at various angles to
the main cleat and the names given to each type of room.
In general, rooms are driven ttface-on".

That is, the

face of the room is parallel to the face cleats.

Coal

. worked in this way produces a larger percentage of lump
coal and requires less undercutting and blasting.
In n1ong-horn" or "long-awnn, the faces make an
angle less than

45°. with _the

fa:ce cleats.

If the coal

works too · freely face-on, this method gives support to
the ends of the coal while being cut~ (24).
In "half-onn or nhalf and half" or ttawnn, the face
makes an angle of 45° to the face cleatso

This method is

used when coal breaks just as well on either the face or
butt cleatso
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to the face cleats.

This method

is used·when the end cleats a.re very pronounced.
In "end-on" or "butt-on", the race is at right
angles to.the main cleats.
under great· pressure

o

This method is used in coal

It gives smaller percentage of

~ump coal than face-on work but allows greater control

of the face.
In seams containing. gas under pressure,.if the rooms
are worked ttface-ontr, large volumes of gas will escap·e
into the workings since it will be present in the cleats.

This is dangerous from the safety point of view~ Working
ttend-on" or "butt-on" will allow gas to escape slowly.
Shaft Sites and Design
Shaft sinking · is a very costly part of the mining
operations and in deep mines the capital expenditure in

this phase of development might alone constitute over half
of the total costo

Proper siting

or

the shaft in relation

to the area to be developed is very important as it may
effect the future success or failure of a mine.

Mistakes

in. siting are usually associated with unforeseen underground
conditionso

Therefore, a thorough knowledge

or

the under-

lying seams and the nature of the rocks through which the

shaf't is to be sunk is essential before any planning or
sinkin~ operations are attempted.
The position of the shaft is dependent upon both surface and underground conditionso

The surface influences
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include · (a) proximity to railway and access roads, {b)
availability of sufficient water for power plant and
washery, · ( c) availability or' ·space for .housing . plants,
'buildings, offices, etc. on the surface, {d} ade·quat.e
space for the disposal of debris and (e) availability of
· adequate power supply.

Underground, the site must be

considered with regard to the shape and size of the mine
boundary, the presence of geological distu~bances · such
as faults, folds, etc., and the amount and direction of
the seam pitch.

The nature of the overlying strata should

be known to avoid sinking through strata which may require
special methods of shaft sinking.

If · the seams are highly

inclined and horizon syst·em of mining is ·to be adopted,
the site of .shafts should be so chosen as to reduce the
lengths ·o f rock drivages to a minimum.
Ideally the center of the property may be the best
site for shafts or inclines but other conditions may so
outweight such a choice that some other suitable site might
have to be chosen.

Experienced mining engineers must be

able to utilize their judgements to select the best sites. ·
There must . be at least two shafts or outlets to any mine
for the sake of ventilation and safety.
Inclined shafts are almost always rectangular, though

if concrete-lined they· may have arched roof.

Where seams

are o~tcropp~ng the inclined shafts are generally driven
along the floor of the seam and along the pitch.

But if

the seams are at shallow depth,· inclined shafts may be

driven in rock.

This facilitates haulage and permits

uninterrupted transport of coal from the face to the
surface •. Under such conditions, however,· a combination
of vertical and inclined shafts may be driven depending
upon prevailing conditions so that haulage can be effected
. through the inclined shaft and man-riding and upcasting
can be effected through the vertical shS:ft~

In deep seams

the shafts are invariably vertical because they are the
shortest and, consequently, the least expensive.
The vertical shafts may be. circular, rectangular,
square or elliptical in shapeo

Ci~cular shafts are more

commonly used in coal mining.

They are especially desir~

able in deep mines, where heavy side pressures have to be
resisted.

For a given cross-sectional area the circular

shafts present the least rubbing surface to the ventilating current.

It is also best suited to sinking under

difficult conditions and to the insertion of a water tight
lining.

Circular shafts can be sunk quicker than any other

shape of the same cross-sectional area.

But the greatest

disadvantage of circular shaft is that the full area of
the opening cannot be fully utilized as in the rectangular
shafts which can be divided into several compartments .. (28)..
Rectangular shafts are extensively used in metal mines
for sinking i~ rock.

The rectangular section divides natu-

rally into r~ctangular compartments with great economy of
space.

It requires less excavation for a given hoisting

area and it is adopted to framed timber or steel support.
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Square sha.fts are similar to rectangular ones but the'y
are rarely used.
E1liptical shafts aim at combining the advantages
of both circular and rectangular shafts.

Ellipt·ical

section is stronger than rectangular and shares its
space economy.

It can be designed to have a concrete

lining but it is difficult to keep plumb during sinking.
Sometimes elliptical shafts can be modified to give straight
sides and rounded ends which combine convenience of divid~
ing into compartments with efficient air passages.
The size of the shafts should be carefully chosen.
This will depend largely upon the desired output o.f the
mine and the type of hois-ting system, ventilation requirements, amount of water to be raised, character of the
ground and uhit costs of sinking and operating.
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CHAPTER IV

MINE DEVELOPMENT
Opening the Mine
Careful planning is essential for proper mine development.

Therefore, a comprehensive investigation and study

of the configuration of the underlying seams by thorough
prospecting and boring is first necessary and then, based
on these results, the mining operations are planned in
detail for maximum efficiency.
Room and Pillar and Longwall Mining
The shaft-bottom layout is most important.-

It serves

as a link between passage through the . shaft and transport
in the underground workings.

An efficient face organiza-

tion can be maintained only if the underground haulage
functions properly.

The latter depends more on the shaft-

bottom layout to absorb irregular surges imposed by the
road transport than on the capacity of the hoist.

The

shaft-bottom has to operate as a buffer between the two
entirely different transport systems and at the same time
it has to link these systems together.

This can be achieved

by having a shaft-bottom of adequate storage capacity.

Any

stoppage, whether in the shaft or iri the underground haulage system, should not be.transmitted from one to .the other
before a certa.i n period of time has elapsed.

This period

should be of ~mple duration to cover such stoppages as are
likely to occur in normal working of a mine.

This storage.

capacity depen&s upon the type of haul~ge adopted, the type
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of hoist (skip or cage) and the desired output.
Adequate stipport for surface plant buildings and £or
the shafts themselves must be left in the form of a coal
pillar to ensure that there is no ground movement in . those
areas during the period of normal mining operations.

The

shape and size o~ the shaft pillars depend upon the depth
and pitch of the seams an~also, the area to be supported on
the surface.
The number, size, direction and the gradient of the
main development roadways from the shaft-bottom or drift entry depend upon the pitch of the seam, the type of mechanizatiori employed during development work, the ventilation requirements, the nature of the roof and floor conditions and
the layout ~nd method of working of the dis.t ricts ·of the mine
and their interdependence upon the main roads.

Previously,

only two roadways, one for the intake and the other for the
return air, were used.

This . is still practiced in many mines ·

as shown in Figure 15.

The more general present day prac-

tice, however, is to have a minimum of three headings; two
for intake and one for return.

This has become an essential

safety measure resulting from underground fires in intake
roadways o

Such ·. a layout . is shown in Figure 16. ·In more

mechanized mines the main development headings .may range
up to five or. six wh~re continuous miners are used for
development purposeso

In most of ~he continuous mining

operati<XlS in United States the main and panel entries
consist of 3 to s · headingso

Thus, development with
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5.3
continuous miners provides a large and continuous production of coal.

M~chanized development causes no bottleneck

in getting a quick return of ·the money invested.

A plan

showing the layout of main and panel entries with contin- .
uous miners is shown in Figure 17.
Many combinations of machines may be used for devel· opment work depending upon the pitch of the seam and type
of face machinery used.

Development of headings by crawler

mounted cutter and loader, electric drill and face chain
conveyors is shown in-Figure 180

This type of face machin-

ery can be used in level, dip . or rise headings with the
pitch as high as 7° or

a0

(1 in 8)~

In level or nearly

1·evel seams, development machinery may consist of mobile
(tire mounte~) cutter, loader, electric ~rills and shuttle
cars.

The shuttle cars load directly on to mine cars or

belt conveyors •. Development of a set of four main entries
by continuous mining machine is shown in Figure 19.

The

solid line represents the coal face at the end of a com- plete cycle of operations and the broken line shows the
advance of the coal face at the end of the next complete
cycle. of operation {1 thru 6).

The continuous mining ma-

chine discharges· coal onto the floor from where mobile
loading machine transfers it onto shuttle cars.

The coal

is transporte~ in the · shuttle cars to the unloading station
where it is ~umped into an elevating conveyor which conveys
the coal to a chain conveyor for deliverence into mine cars.
Arrangements may also be made t.o load directly on to mine

Figure 17

Mine plan showing layout of main and panel entries (38)
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Plan of developmen~ headings using crawler mounted cutter
. and loader, electric drill and face conveyors
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Development of main entries by Continuous Miner (21)
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cars from the -shuttle cars by preparing a suitable ramp
at the loading point" {21(, 3JJ.~:. .
Development of a set o·f three panel entries by continuous miner is shown in Figure_ 20. · The solid· lines in ·
entries 1, 2 and 3 represent the advance of the face at
the end of a complete cycle of operation and the broken
lines represent ~he· advance of the face at the end of
the succeeding cycle of operations (cuts 1 thru 6).

The

equipment consists of a continuous miner, two shuttle
cars, one loader and a belt conveyor.
In single level mining operation~ all development
wor~ is done in coal except in thin seams where additional
headroom is required for -the main haulage and traveling
roado

Such . roads are heightened by brushi~g the roof or

flooro

In such cases, the roadways are driven wider in

coal and the rock from t ·he brushing is used as packing on
the sides of such brushed roads.
Development work for the longw:all advancing system
in single level operations is quite simple and requires
much less time to open full production f~ces~

The main

and panel · _entries for the lorigwall advancing system are
shown in Figure ·? l•

All machinery required for development

will be the same as in the case of Room and Pillar mining.
The choice depends upon . the pitch ·and thickness (?f the seam.
In the case qf longwall retreating, gate roads from the
panel entries may be driven in pairs to a certain fixed
boundary and the face is then opened by connecting the
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upper and the lower gates.

Development work in the long-

wall retreating system is more costly as a longer time is
required to open production faces.
Horizon Mining
In Horizon Mining the development work is extensive
and complicated and practically all the work is done in
rock until the production face is opened.

Development

work in rock is very costly and consequently very careful
planning is essential for successful operation of the
mine.

In horizon mining, the shafts are sunk to a depth

some distance below the seam to be worked and, from this
point, level drifts are then driven through barren strata
to meet the seam.

At least two levels, at an appropriate

distance apart, are required to win the coal between these
levels.

The upper level is always the main return airway

whereas the lower level is the main intake and haulage
roadway.

Supply and stowing materials are normally brought

to the face through the main return airway.

Thus, to ex-

tract the coal from "A", Figure 22, No. 2 level is for
haulage and . air intake and No. l level is the return.
Before all · the coal is taken out from "A" another deeper
level 3 is driven in advance so that extraction can be
g~adually switched to section ttB" without loss of production.

For a certain time, both Nos. 2 and 3 levels will work

as haulage roads and No.las ventilation roadway.

When

all the coal in the section "Att is extracted then Noo 3
level will be the haulage and intake level and Noo 2 will

l

2
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Working a seam by Horizon system
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will be the ventilation level.

The depth to which the

shaft is to be sunk below the point where it intersects
the seam depends upon the depth and pitch of the seam and
the distance to the next adjacent seams.

This determines

the distance to be driven along the level to intersect
the coal seam.

Integral in the system is the use of

staple pits to reach t·he seam at intermediate points o
These staple pits serve as connections between horizons
in order to facilitate ventilation and transport ~f coal,
men and materialso

These staple pits may be driven either

immediately between the horizons or between the intervening
seams and the upper or lower horizons ~ (~):~
The main haulage horizon consists of· a network of
level roads which are used for transport, ventilation,
access to the intermediate seams and providing points of
attack for developing the reserves into suitable panels
or units.

These roadways are known as cross-cuts or cross

-measure drifts when driven at right a~gles to the strike,
as lateral drifts or lateral roads when ~riven parallel to
the strike and as gate roads, comprising mother gates,
center gates and tail gates, when driven in th.e seam to
handle the transport of coal, waste and supplies.

A plan

and section.showing the network of· level roadways in a
typical horizon is shown in Figure 23.

The cross-cuts are

driven to intersect the seams and divide the reserves in
that particular horizon into districts of suitable size.
The cross-cut beginning at the shaft bottom, No. 1 in
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Figure 23, is called main cross-cut.

The others Nos. 2

and 3 are known as district cross-cutso

These district

cross-cuts- serve to distribute ventilation by splitting
the air into several parallel circuitso

The distance

between these cross-cuts depends upon the maintenance
cost of gate roads and cost of gate road conveying.
Increased rate of advance of the gate roads due to better
mechanization of the faces tends to increase the distance
between the cross-cutso

The usual distance preferred in

flat measures (-200) is between 800 to 1200 yards.
The main lateral roads are driven along the strike
and the cross-cuts intersect them at intervals.

They are

driven as straight as possible and their gradient is
usually in favor of the loaded cars.

The lateral roads

may be in the seam or in the barren strata.

Generally,

they are driven in the rock and, in many cases, in the
strongest measures in order to reduce the maintenance costs
even if the hauling distance to the shaft is increasedo
The number of lateral roads required for one horizon
depends upon the extent of the area to be worked, the
number of seams to be worked and their geological groupingo

Generally, one is sufficient but if groups of seams

occur at certain distances apart, then two separate lateral
roads may be requiredo
The layout of the main return airway horizon is
based upon principles which are similar to those of the
main haulage horizon.

This is because the main haulage
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horizon .ultimately becomes the return airway when a new
and lower main haulage horizon has been developed.
The distance between the - two main horizons, i.e.,
the main haulage and main return airway. must be carefully
chosen because once they have been planned and driven
they remain fixed for the duration of the mining activities.
There is an optimum distance between horizons at which
.mining costs will be a minimumo These ·c osts include the
cost due to development of the roadway network and staple
pits belonging to the new horizon, maintenance of all the
roadways and staple pits, hoisting of coal and materials
in the staple pi ts, hoisting in the main shafts and, also,
the costs due to ventilation, pumping and the time for man
riding.

Cons~dering all these items of cost, a compromise

must be made in order to have the optimum interval between
the horizons which provides the minimum costs.

The lateral

extent and the quantity of reserves at a colliery bear the
greatest influence upon the distance between horizons.
Should the coal reserves be high, the most favorable distance will be less than if the reserves are small.

Thus,

the seam density or the proportion of total thickness of
coal to strata plays a major part in deciding on the most
appropriate distance to be adopted.
The seam distribution within the coal measures also
bears influence upon the .distance between horizons.

If

the seam sequence is repeated regularly in depth, this
factor has little importance but. if the seams occur in groups,

irregularly in depth, it is desirable to locate the main
haulage horizon at such a depth that it is possible to
work the lowest seam of any group from that horizon as
shown in Figure 24.

If this is not done there will be

increased hoisting and other costs due to increased
interval between the upper group of seams and the next
horizon.
The distance between the horizons is also influenced by the length of the face and the method of working.
In flat measures, this factor has no bearing on the interval between horizons but in semi-steep
steep

(/20° to -40°) and

(f40°) measures the length of face to be worked has

a great influence.

If a seam is pitching

30°, a face 200

yards long will have a vertical interval of 100 yards and
the distance between the horizons can be made 100 yards or
any multiple of it.

If the interval is only

100 yards, no

sub-levels which increase the cost of drivages in rock will
be required.

Similarly, in steep measures pitching at

45°,

a length of coal face 200 yards will have a vertical interval of about

140 yards.

Generally,main level development

is considered too costly to repeat at short intervals.
Thus, in semi-steep or steep measures, a horizon interval
of twice to four times the vertical heig~t of coal face
has proved to be the most suitable distance.
In countries like Germany, Holland and Belgium where
the Horizon system of mining is largely used, the distance
between horizons in flat measures commonly varies between

HQIUZQN
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Location of main horizons in relation to seam sequence
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100 anq 200 yards.

The seam density, or the proportion

of total thickness of coal to strata, in these areas ranges
between 0.9 and 4 percent.

T~e. horizon interval approaches

the lower limit when the seam density is high, and· the higher distance when it is low.

The average life of the main

haulage horizon v~ries between 10 and 25 years with an
average yearly output of about 1 million tons.

These peri-

ods are considered to be the most favorable for redemption
of capital expenditure incurred in the development and
maintenance of horizon.

In semi-steep measures, the dis-

tances between horizons vary between 100 and 125 yards and
in steep measures the intervals vary between 150 and 240
yards depending upon the influence of the coal reserves
and the length of face to be employed.

(11)

Locomotive ~aulage on the levels is uriiversally
adopted in this system of mining.

This forms the cheapest

and most flexible tr~nsport system.
A typical layout for a s~ngle seam horizon system is
shown in Figure 25.

Here the main intake haulage and main

return airway cross-cuts are driven level from the respective
shafts and· touch the seam at E and F, and thus forming the
limit along the d.i P of the first area ABCD o:f coal to be
worked.

The vertical interval between the two drifts in

this case is 450 ft. and· the full dip of the seam 1 in 4. 5
or 12. 7° o

Ac.cording to I.C .F. Statham (37, pgo 307);

"Roadways .are driven in the seam to form return airways
(giving ascensional ventilation), and to open out faces and·
conveyor roadways successively,· ED, EC, GZ, and HZ, the
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latter dividing the area into three strips, each 230 yards
wide, on either side of the main intake roadway, suitable
for longwall advancing single-unit wor~ing •
.nTwo 230-yd. wide faces (Strip 1) are worked simultan.eously to predetermined distances ZD, ZC - which limit
th~ exterit of the first · area to be worked - the coal being.
conveyed down the faces, along the bottom roadway, and
loaded into tubs at point E.
nwhen Strip 1 has been exhausted, Strip 2 is worked
in a similar manner, with the exception that the coal is
delivered from the roadway conveyor onto a spiral conveyor
(or chute) situated in the staple pit at point G, then
loaded into tubs on the main intake drift. Strip 2 is
replaced . by Strip 3, the coal being loaded by way of the
staple pit at point H, into tubs on the main intake road. way.
"If stowing material is required it is sent down the
upcast shaft, hauled via the main return airway to point F,
and ·then transported by conveyors along the return airway
to the rise end of the faces.
"When the area ABCD is · exhau$ted, another main intake
airway drift is set out from the downcast. shaft at a lower
level to inte_rcept the seam at point J, in order to · work
out the area DCKL, the intake roadway for the are~ ABCD
becoming the return airway for the working area DCKL, and
so on, progressively.
"Man-riding facilities are provided from the shafts
to the inbye ends of either the main intake or main return
roadway, points E and F, according to local circumstances."
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CHAPTER V
EXTRACTION METHODS
Room and Pillar Workings
It was common practive in the past to drive he.a.dings
and form pillars throughout t·he coal property before commencing pillar ex.t raction.

More recently, however, it has

been recognized that by working coal in the panel system
and leaving barriers on all sides, not only is the cost of
heading decreased to a great extent but also crushing and
over-riding of pillars can be avoided or reduced.
At the present day, most of .the mines ·are worked by
the panel system. ·

Ii

has the advantage of; (~) splitting

the ventilating air current for each district and thus providing cleaner air in all areas, (b) comparatively better
ventilation is obtained at later stages as the worked out
districts can be effectively sealed off and thereby eliminating potential causes of contam_ination and spontaneous
heating, (c) explosion in one district does. not affect other
districts~ (d) as the panels of extraction are small in area,
less time. is allowed for the roof weight to act upon the
.pillars before ~hey are extracted and, therefore, less d~ng·er to life and ·less wastage of' coal due to crushing., {e}
there is .less danger ~:f creep and fall of roof in rooms and
(.f) a large output can be obtained in a short time with com-

paratively less cost {37)~
The area of a panel depends upon whether the seam is
liable to spontaneous heating and, also, upon the speed of
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extract~on and depth.

If the sea~s are liable to spon-

taneous heating, the area will depend on the incubation
pertod and·the speed of extraction.

The incubation pe~iod

is ·the time interval which extends from- the time o-f starting pillar extraction to the time when the actual fire due
. to oxidation of crq.shed coal appears.
it varies from seam to seam.

·As can be appreciated,

The area in a panel depends also

upon the speed of extraction which, in turn, depends upon the
type of machinery used; this :fixes the maximum time available
for pillar extraction to fall within the incubation period.
In some of the seams of India, the incubation period varies
between 4 and 12 months.

The panel area, in such seams is

normally about 600 ft. by 600 ft. in plan.

It is desirable,

from the roar . control point of view, ·to allow subsidence to
reach the .surface quite readily but, in deep mines, with
~elatively small size panels and with solid barrier pillars
surrounding it, subsidence may not reach the· surface within
the practical mining period.
will -take on added loads.

As a result, adjacent areas

In order to prevent this in deep-

er mines, a larger panel is used and the entire area is
developed before extraction of pillars is attempted.

During

the final phase, a~tificial panels are formed by stoppings
which enclose a small number of pillars.

These panels are

then extracted during the very latest mining stages which
may ext~nd int~ the incubation period.
Figures _26, 27, 28 and 29 show~ in line diagram, the ·
layout of panels in · a Room ·and Pillar system and the various
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methods_. of pillar extraction.

Figure 26 shows how the panel

was first fully developed and then retreated with complete
extraction-.

In Figure 27 the ·11whole working" or development

is.followed by the "broken ~~rking" or pillar extraction.
The full lines show pillars already formed and the dotted
lines indicate pil~ars that are yet to be formed.

In this

method, the pillars are extracted as soon as they are formed so that they will not be subjected to crushing through·
excessive life.

In both these cases, the pillars are shown

to be extracted from two sides of the panel.

Here,the

fracture or goaf lines form a "V" and roof co.ntrol difficulties are likely to occur where these lines intersect.
If this system of extraction cannot be avoided, it is desirable that the . ape·x angle madE: by the · two fracture lines
should be as wide as possible in order to avoid a concentration of roof' pressures o_n the adjoining pillars at the apex.
The best method will be to have a single fracture line
across the whole ·panel which will ·reduce the liklihood of
roof trouble.

This is shown in _Figure 28.

The ideal con-

dition, from the roof control point of Yiew, will be to have
a "broken" ·w orking followed closely behind the "whole" working with a single ·. fracture line as shown in Figure 29.
Under -normal conditions, the fracture line is Rept _
diagonal and a~ong the cleat.

This is shown by the sequence

of extraction .in Figure 30 where each pillar is split into 4
blocks or stooks.

In such cases, maximum support, in the

area under extraction, is provided because each pillar is
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contributing half the pillar support.

The portion of the

goaf protruding into the pillars or the area unsupported is
at a minimum when the angle _is 45 degrees.

If the line of

break is at right angles to the cleat, the roof will remain
suspended for a long time and may cause excessive loading
on adjacent pillars.

The line of fracture can be changed,

the amount depend"ing upon roof conditions, to · induce earlier
or delayed break of the roof.

Thus, the step-diagonal line

of fracture is shown by the sequence of extraction in
Figure Jl.

The correct line of fracture or the correct

line of face has to be determined by actual experience
with the particular seam under extraction.

In deep mines.

especially, the cleats must be observed carefully.

The

direction of splits which divide the pillars into smaller
blocks at the time of extraction depends upon local conditions.

Sometimes the splits may collapse if the area is

heavily stressed and where the split is parallel to the direction of cleat.

In faulted areas,usually the line of frac-

ture should not be made parallel to the fault plane.

The

face in such cases should be maintained at some angle to the
fault plane.
The success of pillar extraction lies in allowing the
roof to break regularly along the line of face and, also, in
regulating the speed at which the fracture traverses across
a pillar, panel or series of panels in order to effectively
relieve· the strata pressure on adjoining coal pillars.

The

faster the speed of fracture travel, the more effectively
is the strata pressure diverted into the goa.f o

·.
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The method of extracting panels in a mine varies
widely and depends upon many factors such as depth, thickness of seam, nature of roof and floor, pitch of the seam
~d, also, upon the type of machinery used and the prevalent mining practices in similar coal fields.
Planning f'or the purpose of' exploitation in room
and pillar system can be arranged in two different ways,
e.g., (a) layouts in which the formation of pillars is

the first aim, and, as such pillars contain the- majority
of coal, they are extracted subsequently; and (b) layouts
in which rooms are formed separated by thin pillars or ribs.
The majority of coal is extracted from the rooms and the
ribs or the thin pillars are not extracted or partially
recovered.
In category {a), about 15 to 35 percent of the seam
is extracted in the first mining operations and, in category {b), the percentage so extracted is much higher.
Thin Seams
Seams less than 3 ft. in thickness are not generally
suitable for the room and pillar method of working.

Seams

less than_4 ft. in thickness give rise to trouble with the
disposal of dirt_ which is produced by brushing of roof or
floor.

It is desirable, in such workings, to keep at a

minimum the number of roadways required for haulage and
ventilation, because of the high cost of making such roads.
Moreover, the efficiency of men and machines is imparied .
at the face with iow headroom.

However, at the present day,
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machines have been designed to work thin seams e£ficiently
in su6h workings.
Figure 32 shows the layout of room and pillar mining
in a thin (26 inch), nearly flat seam.

Piggybaqk units con-

sisting of Pigloader, Piggyback conveyor, chain conveyor
with crawler mounted drive, coal cutter and hand held
electric drill are used for the room work.

After the three

panel headings are driven to a predetermined limit, a pair
of rooms is turned 90 degrees off each side of the entry.
A Piggyback unit advances each pair of rooms to a · predetermined boundary.

The rooms are wide and the narrow

pillars between are not recovered;

The room chain convey-

ors are set 2 ft. off centers to provide a roadway in the
center of the rooms for the .. Pigloader which shuttles back
and forth between the two rooms.

All other equipment

remains in each indi~idual room.

Roof bolt~ are installed

on 4-foot centers throughout the rooms~ (13).
Another method of extraction in a seam 30 inches thick
at a depth ranging from 600 ft. to 1200 ft.,is shown in
Figure 33.

Mining is done by coal cutter with han~ loading

onto a roo~ conveyor.

The rooms are turned 90 degrees off the

entry and driven·.to a predetermined boundary.

The necks

of ·the rooms are narrow for some distance and then the width
is gradually increased to the full room width.

No· cross-

cuts are made between rooms and the resulting solid.pillar
is extracted from the inbye end by the "open-end" methodo
Extraction begins when the room has reached its _full length.

--LOA8ER

I

.

--- CHAIN CONVEYOR
1 WITH BRIDGE

MINING PLAN ror room panel using bridge units · includes driving pairs of rooms off both side.s on re~reat.

Figure 32

B
o.tlils of pill« extraction

Plan· of,· ·ext.raction- _in .:a thin .seam:·· (-39)
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In extracting the pillar between rooms, a · cross-cut is made
in the pillar at the inbye end of the room.

The end of the

pillar is then cut and extraction proceeds by making repeated cuts on this ·open end • . The cuts are . so made that the
face of the pillar is at an angle of 45-degrees to the room
line.

The room is supported on the advance by using props

on 4 tt. centers~

During pillar extraction,·the face is

protected by wooden cribs or chocks which are advanced as
the face of the pillar retreats.

The coal is hand loaded

on the face conveyor.
The equipment that is used in room and pillar workings
in · thin seams includes scrapers, chain and shaking conveyors which are loaded by hand, duckbills ~hich load onto
shaking conveyors, low capacity mobile equipment for loading shaking . conveyors or shuttle cars and many types of
auxiliary equipment that are used with these · units.
auger .type continuous miner has been devel?ped in

(44).

mine such thin ~eams

A new

1956 to

Figure 34 shows the layout of

rooms in a nearly flat thin seam where each room is provided with one continuous miner of the auger type.

Coal

is conveyed through the machine by a chain conveyor and ·
transferred to a chain-flight bridge c.onveyor which is
integral with the unito

From her~the coal passes over an

extensible room belt conveyor and is fed onto the ·main belt
through a cross belt.
every two pillars.

The main belt conveyor is extended

Figure 35 shows a roof support plan

wherein both roof bolts and timber props are used so as to'
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Figure 34
Plan of . Room and Pillar workings in thin seam
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Roof support plan for Continuous Miner workings
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permit easy maneuvering of the miner.

It provides maxi-

mum protection for the workmen with a minimum of timber
removing and resetting.

Fi~ure 36 shows the development

of rooms and extraction of· pillars on the retre~t by the
same miner.
Moderately Thick Seams
Seams ranging from 3 ft. to 10 ft. in thickness are
placed in this category.

Figure 37 shows the layout and

method of extraction of a 5 foot thick, flat seam in whicb
rooms are turned at an angle of 60° from the entry and
driven to a predetermined boundary.

The rooms are made

wi~e with thin non-recoverable pilla~s between.

Room necks

are driven narrow . for about 20 ft. and then gradually widened to the full room width.

Rooms are . developed in blocks

of twelye using the advance in one entry and the retreat
system in the other.

The coal is cut by a track mounted

cutter, drilled and blasted and loaded onto mine cars by
a mobile loader . of the track mounted type.

The rooms are

timbered systematically as shown in the figure.
Figure 38 shows the layout and method of working in
a flat seam which is 3 ft. 6 in. thick.

In this case, the

rooms are turned. at right angles off both entry heading~
and driven to a predetermined boundary.

The rooms are wide

with breakthroughs at- ~ppropriate intervals.

One .·cut which

is approximately 6 ft. deep is taken off one side of each
room pillar when it can be removed safely with the loading
machine.

Each room is equippe~ with a shortwall coal cutter.

I

Fir:ure 36

Detailed plan of rooms using Continuous Yiner (44)
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Plan of Room and Pillar workings having rooms 22 feet wide and 315 feet long (40)
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After each cut, the face is drilled and blasted and- a
crawler mounted loading machine moves the coal onto a
room chain co~veyor.
Figure 39 shows the layout and method of. ext~act~on
of a nearly flat seam which is 5 ft. 4 in.·thi~k and at an
average depth of 450 ft.

The pillars formed in each ~anel

are mined on the retreat while maintaining
line of fracture.

a

diagonal.

They are taken by the "pocket and wing"

method whereby each is split through the center and a
pocket is then driven in the inbye portion at rfght angles
to the splito
et and gob.

A thin rib or wing is left between the pockThis wing is recove~ed after the. pocket has

been completed.

A pock~t may be driven - along both inbye

sides of the pillar . thus leaving a rib.or fender; about 5
or 6 f~. thick, between the pocket and the gobo

The fender

is th.en recove~ed by mining from the inbye end.

The coal

is out by track mounted arc-wall machine,. drilled by electric drills and blasted.

It is loaded·by mobile loading

machines onto mine cars which are hauled by gathering locomotives.

All places are timbered with three-piece sets on

4-foot centers and additional cross-bars and posts are . set
.at the face as ·required.
Figures 40 and 41· shew a p·anel layout and retreat
metpod of pillar ext-r~ction.

Cuts in the pillars are sched-

uled to maintain a uniform pillar line of 45-degrees to the
direction of retreat.
.

41.

A typical schedule is given in Figure

.

The coal in each pillar i~ recovered in six lifts.
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Extraction of pillars on diagonal line in noom and Pillar workings (41)
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Sequence of ·extraction of pillars in Room and Pillar workings (43)
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Alternate lifts are made on the two gob sides of the pillar.
This first lift is taken across·the width of the pillar
parallel to the main cleat . of the ro.of rock which breaks
_readily.

Thus the weight·of the roof

is

preve~ted from

carrying over to the unmined coal in the pillar.

Cross-

bars are set on 4!-foot centers in the working places, and
props with cap pieces are placed along the gob side of the
lift as needed.

Upon the completion of the lift, the cross-

bars and some of the props are pulled.

Cutters, crawler

mounted loaders and electric drills are used for the extraction of pillars.

The loaders load the coal onto shuttle

cars or directly onto mine cars. ·
Figure 42 shows a layout and method -of extraction in
a nearly flat seam, 8 ft. 6 in. thick, ·by a conventional
system of room and pillar mining with mobile coal cutters,
loaders, drills_ and shuttle cars. · Pillars are extracted
on the retreat when the development of the pariel is complete.
A pillar line is established about 30-degrees to the panel
rooms.

Development in the panels is timed ·so that mining

of pillars in an inbye panel is started when the pillar line
of the preceeding panel reaches the last entry of the outbye
.panel.

Thus, a. continuous pillar line is maintained across

two or more panels.

The method of pillar extraction and

the sequence of cuts in each pillar are shown in .the figure.
The first operation in extracting a pillar is to drive a
split. through .the pillar, parallel to the panel entry.

This

split is not "holed through" until the inbye pillar has been

Panel 1 right north
~~~-...~~~10<1~~~~

· .loooroo I ·

10<1

Pillar plan showing sequence of cuts

8

...,_____,~- 500' barrier pillar
· to main entry -

To portal-

Panel 2 right south

. ..... -- -·· ·· --· _ __

plan
·----- .......... -·-- - ·-- ~·- Panel
· .. ... .

Panel 1 right south

~

-·

Figure 42
Layout of .panels and method ,of extraction of pillars in R9om and Pillar .workings (43)
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completely mined and a roof fall ·occurs.

This practice

-prevents loose gob from rolling into the working place and
also lessens.the possibility of the. fall extending into the
split. - After the split has been completed and the pillar
has been divided into blocks, the block next to the gob
is.extracted in lifts.

Lifts A and Bare mined in succes-

sion and lifts C and E are mined together.

Lifts F and D

then are mined together, and G and Hare mined in succession.

The stump or "push outn in each block is recovered

as shown in the cutting sequence.

A small triangular stump

is left on the gob side of the first cut in each lift to
keep ·the loose gob from mixing with the coal and to give
additional support to the overhanging ro·of.

The coal is

top cut,. and a shear cut is made next to the stump to separate· it .from the .first cut in the l°i.ft.

When possible,

the remaining cuts in the lift are open ended.

However, if

the timbers or stump show signs o.f roof pressure, additional
stumps are le.ft ·along the gob side of the lift.

The timber

crew then sets five breaker props in the split and in line
with the rib of the next lift.

If a r·oo.f .fall does not occur

immediately, the stumps are blasted.

Figure

43 shows the

loading ~rrangement and track layout in the panel.
A plan .followed in mining rooms and extracting pillars
in a panel with continuous miner is shown in.Figure

44.

The cuts, comprising a complete mining cycle are indicated
by the_broken lines.

These cuts are mined in the seq~ence

indicated by numbers 1 to 23, inclusive •. The solid lines
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Plan showing sequence of extraction of pillars by Continuous Miner (21)
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show the coal faces at the beginning of the mining cycle.
Before the pillars between rooms E and Fare mined, room G
is driven to P!'ovide an escapeway.

A row of room pillars

is left around the panel · to provide a bleeder.

The panel

entry pillars and the room stumps are extracted by a. mobile
loading unit as the rooms are retreated by the continuous
mining ·machine.

Rooms, entries and cross-cuts a·r e driven

by making alternate cuts as shown in Figure 45.

Wood

props are set along the center of a completed cut on 4foot centers.

These props are reset when the altern~te

cut is completed and then reset along the right. rib as the
continuous-mining machine advances.

On pillar extraction,

wood cribs ~re set along the gob side of each lift.

These

cribs are recovered and moved forward with each successive
lift • .. The _continuous mining unit consists of a continuous
mining machine, two cable-reel shuttle cars, and one belt
conveyoro · The miner loads the coal onto shuttle cars which
transport the coal to the belt conveyor in the panel entry
and, at the discharge end of the belt conveyor, coal is
loaded onto mine cars.
Another layout for the extraction of a panel b_y continuous;..mining machine is shown in Figure 46.

When the pan-

el entries. . have reached a predetermined boundary,. rooms are
turned up the dip •. The two inbye rooms (A and B) are mined
simultaneously .by. making cuts 1 to 6, in~lusive. · The pillars
. between these rooms are extracted as shown b.y cuts 7 to 15 ·
and room C is mined by making cuts 16, 17 and 18. ·Mining in
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the panel proceeds by repeating the cycle of cuts 7 to 18,
inclusive.

Panel entry pillars are extracted by making

cuts similar .to those made in extracting the room pillars.
A single row of wood props on 4-foot centers is set in
rooms 4 ft. from the rib and, in pillar ext~action, a single
row of wood props is set along each rib.

The continuous

mining unit consists of a miner, two cable-reel shuttle cars
and a belt conveyor.

One of the shuttle ·cars · is u~ed as a

surge car, and the other transports the coal from the surge
car to the unloading stationo

The shuttle car is equipped

with an elevating conveyor which discharges the coal onto
the belt conveyor.
The layouts in pitching. seams have t.o be oriented
and suited to the type of haulage and fac~ machinery to be
used.

;Mobile face equipment can be- used only to certain

limiting pitches and, if the pitch is greater, they cannot

.

be applied and different sets of machinery have to be used.
The method o:f extraction in a s·eam pi_tching at 15°
thru 28° (i in J.7 thru 1 in 1.9) is shewn in Figure 47.
The panel entries are driven to a predetermined boundary
Rooms a~e t·urned at 90° off the ai_r

· -along the strike.

course entry and are driven up the pitch of the bed.

A

working section consists of three rooms - two advancing and
one retreating on the pillar.
.

A compartment comprising man-

-

.

way and conveyorway is securely timbered along the .inbye
side of'. the rooms by erecting timber sets consisting of props
and bars as shown in the figure.
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outside the manway is timbered with props on 4-foot cent~rs.

A crib is placed adjacent to the manway at each

room cross-cut.

All coal is loaded onto shaker conveyor

which is installed in the conveyorway adjacent to the inbye
rib of'- the room.
compartment.

A material track is placed in the ~anway

The cleavage in the bed results in forming

a face appro~imately 45° to the direction of the room.
Th~ loading pan of the conveyor is turned along this face
by means of a swivel.

Pillars are extracted by mining

across the pillar at an angle of approximately 60-degrees
off the center lines of the rooms.

All places are well

timbered adjacent to the conveyor line at the face.

Each

working place is equipped with a- cutting machine, portable
drill and supply track.

A sheave is attached to a timber

at the.head of the supply track in each working place, and
one electric hoist handles supplies arid material for three
working places.

Coal is hand shoveled onto the face con-

veyor.
A method of extraction in a seam pitching at about 7°
(1 in 8) at a depth of about 2000 ft. is - shown in Figure

48.

The panel consists of five parallel headings driven

: along the strike of the seam up to a predetermined boundary
forming pi1lars which are on 150 fto centers and- which are
extra·cted on the retreat.

Each pillar is divided _into

three blocks or stooks by two dipping split_s as shown in
_the plan.

The sequence of extraction of' the blocks is so

arranged that the direction of' the line of' fracture··· is
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pillars in a moderately
pitching seam (100)

101
maintained constant.

Each block is taken in slices from

t _h e goa.f end, the sequence of extraction of each block
being shown i _~ stages A, B, C, D ·and E.

The coal is cut

by ·a skid mounted shortwall coal cutting_ machine, drilled
by a portable electrfc drill and -· bl.a sted.

:It is h~d

shoveled . onto the face chain conveyor which feeds the room
chain conveyor.

The room chain conveyor, in turn, loads

· onto the ·main belt conveyor which is installed in . the middle heading on the strike.
the figureo

Supports are set.as shown in

This type of face machinery and the .method of.

· extraction can be adopted in seams ranging from level to
pitches as high as about 18° {l in 3) beyond ·which ·the coal
cutter. will skid.
A method of .extraction in a s ·eam pitching . at 45° (1
in 1) . ·is shown in Figure 49.

Pairs o'r panel · entries, com-

prising haulageway and airway, ,• are driven off the . slope
· along . the ·strike of the bed.

An opening, similar to room

.entries, comprising manway and air-course, is driven from
the _airway of the lower entry to the haulageway of _the
entry above.

A ladderway, chute and 12-inch gage mat~rial

track are constructed in the .manway.

Rooms are turned from _

the manway compartment along the strike of the bed.

These

rooms are driven 35 ft~ wide with 30 ft. pillars -in between.
Extraction of a panel. is started in the chain pillar of the
top entry. · A shaker conveyor is erected on the high side .
. of the·. ~orking place. adjacent to the pillar.·. Successive
diagonal slices are taken off the pi_llars by blastin_g to

Figure. 49
Methof of extraction of pillars in a highly pitching seam

{41)
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the open side.

The coal usualLy flows by gravity to -the

~oading pan of the conveyor.
shoveling is necessary.

Only a minimum amount of

The conveyor discharges coal onti

the-chute.
Three rooms are .worked simµltaneously of:f an inclined
plane - two on the advance and one on the retreat.

A con-

veyor is erected along the lower rib o.f the room during
· the advance of the place.

Conveyor pans are laid _along

the upper side of the room and serve as a .materialway
during the driving of the room.
is operated in this pan line.

A small rubber-tired truck
This conveyor i~ used ~ater

when the room pillars are extract·ed.

Each working place

is timbered with two parallel sets of timbers as shown in
the figure.

Temporary sets are used between the permanent

timbers and the face.
A cut, 6 ft. deep and 8 ft. wide, is made_with a
shearing machine beginning at" a point ·approximately 5 .ft.
:from the lower side o.f the place.

It is ·unsa.fe to cut the

entire .face · in the steep pitch_workings.

The machine is

.kept on ·an adjustable mounting that maintains the machine
in a horizontal position and this mounting-rests ag~inst ·
lagging placed against the props on the lower rib · side as
shown in t ·_~e .figure.

The .face is drilled and blasted.

The

loading pan of the conveyor is advanced onto ·tbe·bottom
coal.

_fi:fter this· cut has been loaded, the ." remainder o.f the

face is mined toward the open end.

A plank deflector is

laid between the face and the timbers · to guide the -· coal to

104
the loading pan of the conveyor.

Only a minimum of

~hoveling is necessary as the greater part of the coal
flows onto the conveyor by gravity.
In seams pitching. at 25° to

45°,

a method of extrac-

tion may consist of two levels, one for intake and haulage
and the other for return.

They are driven in the seam

and connected to the shafts by cross-measure drifts.

A

pair of roads is then driven to the full rise for some 100
to 150 yards and then short "breastings 11 are driven on the
full rise and dip of the seam and advanced along the direction of the strike, roughly 10 yds. in length.

A series

of such breastings are driven with the uppermost face leading
as shown in Figure 50.

Packing of the gates is a special

problem and packs are interlaced with wood cribs to prevent
them from sliding down the dip before roof subsidence can
consolidate them.
Thick Seams
Seams of greater thickness present a special problem
and call for special methods of working.

The methods applied

vary greatly and depend upon the depth, thickness, pitch
and nature of coal and the nature of the immediate strata.
The method of extraction of a 16 ft. thick seam
pitching a,t about go (1 in
in Figure 51.

7), at a moderate depth, is shown

The seam is developed in the floor level for

a height of 8 ft. and the rest of the coal · is taken during
depillaring on the retreat.

As the depth is not very great

the pillars are split into four blocks and the blocks are

Figure 50
Method of working steep s·eams with
ttbreastingsn on the strike (37)
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taken in a diagonal fashion.

The block to be attacked is

prepared by brushing the 8 ft. of the roof coal on two
sides of it in the splits and supporting the roof by props
as needed.

After the t~o sides have been. fully heigh~ened,

the 16 .ft. high block is attacked from the ·rise side by
blasting; holes being drilled with a hand held electr.i.c drill~
Extraction o.f the block is continued in a half-moon fashion
and props are set systematically as extraction proceeds.
The sequence of extraction of blocks is always maintained
to get the correct line of face.
I.f the mine shown in Figure 48 is deep and the thickness is 15 or 16 feet, the method of extraction will be the
same as described.

In that case, after splitting the pillar

into 3 blocks by driving two 8 ft. high splits in the floor
level, .the dip split adjoining the block under extraction
is heightened the ultimate maximum and supported by 16
foot props.

Then 16 foot high slices are taken as before.

The method of extraction of a seam 9 to 16 ft. thick,
dipping at 23-degrees, is shown. in Figure 52.
turned on 70 ft. centers from each entry.

Rooms are

They are develop:

ed in groups of three and driven up the dip at 90-degrees
with ·the strike of' the bed.

A barrier pillar of 140 ft. is

left between each group of three rooms.

The height of the

room is the thickness of the coal seam.

Where the bed

reaches the maximum thickness of 16 feet, rooms are driven

8 ft. high on the advance and the top coal is taken down on
the retreat from the roof.

Steel chutes extend from the face

i
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of the room to a chain conveyor in the inbye cross-cut.
This conveyor extends across the three rooms to a chain
conveyor in the outbye room and the coal is conveyed to
the belt conveyor in the entry.

Extraction of pillars is

started on the retreat when the .three rooms are dri_ven up
to the predetermined limit.

The line of face in the de-

pillaring area is maintained.diagonal as shown.

The fallen

coal is shoveled and pushed over the st.eel chutes. that are
placed in the rooms and along the working faces _to cross
chain conveyors in the next outbye cross-cut.

The cross

conveyor and room conveyor transport the coal to the belt
conveyor in _the entry.
The percentage of extraction from a thick - seam by
caving in room and pillar workings ·is low but if packing
is ad~pted, a very high percentage of extraction can be
attained.

Following is an example of the method of extrac-

tion of a:28-foot thi~k seam at a depth of 600 ft. to 800
ft·. from the sur.face in which sand stowing is practical.
The development was done on the floor level for a height
of 7 ft.

Rooms are 12 ft. wide and pillars are lOO _ft. on

centers.

The seam is extracted in four 7-ft. high lift"s.

During the extraction of pillars, small areas - each
enclosing ~bout 16 pillars are worked as a unit.

The pi~lar

under extraction is first split into two by driving a level
split 7_ft. high and about 12 ft. wide.

The dip-side half-

pillar.is then extracted in three slices as shown in Figure

530

The first slice is taken out and$owed before.the
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second slice is ~ttacked (Figure 54a).

The arrangement or

barricade_s ,. b, e~ected be.fore starting the stowing, is
shown in Figure 53-.

When the first li.ft o.f the dip-hal.f

of the pillar is extr·a cted, the dip gal~ery _CD (Fig~e
54b) is partially packed with sand to provid~.a lev:.el
t-rack
.... :
. 1-(. ., ',

from the level gallery in the .first lift to the split gallery
position i:n the second lift.

After the track is laid on

the sand .floor, a level split is driven in the second li.ft
. (Figure 54c) and the track extended therein.

The extrac-

tion of the dip-half of the pillar in the second lift follows.the same pattern as that in the first li.ft.

As soon

as coal extraction is started in the_dip-half of Pillar 1,
a split gallery is started in ·Pillar 2; and when the extraction of Pillar 1 is started in the second lift, the extraction.of first lift is started in Pillar 2.
·When the second lift has been extracted and stowed in
the dip-half of Pillar 1, the track in the dip gallery be-·
tween Pillars 1 and 2 is raised on·a slight gradient from
the level gall:ery in the ·ri'rst lift. so as to reach· the third.
lift.

This,· however, necessitates removal of some roof coal

from the original dip gallery, which has now become a slightli rising one (Figure· 55a).

As may be seen from the figure,

this galiery now touches the third lift·not in the.center· of
the pilla~_but a little on the dip side so that the dip-half
of the third lift is ·about 30 f.t. wide and the rise-half is
about 46 ft. wide.

The ·track position for taking out the

.third: lift in the dip-half of Pillar l is as shown.in Figure
55a.
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Mining method in a seam 28 £eet thick with hydraulic stowing (10)
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Mining method.in a seam 28 feet thick with hydraulic stowing (10)
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When the split gallery in - the third lift is driven
arid the. dip side coal has been taken, tbs position is such .
that the full - pillar has been ext~acted in the first lift,
.

.

the dip-h~lf pillar has been extr~cted in th~ second lift
and the dip

3o ·rt.

of coal has. been extracted. in the third

lift.
Now, working from the same split gallery in the third ·
li.ft, coal is extracted towards the rise side ..of the pillar
until ~he level of the roof of the second lift on the risehalf' of the pillar is reached.

From this point, the slice

driven forward in a dipping course in order to extract the
coal in the second lift in the rise half o.f the pillar.
When this second lift on the rise half 0£ the pillar has
been taken .out a~d stowed,. Piilar ·l.is left in the position
shown in Figure 55f.

At this stage; the position of extrac-

tion of different lifts in different pillars is as shown in_ ·
Figure 55g.
As the extraction of coal in the fourth lift of
Pillar l·is not possible from the adjacent level gallery,
.

.

· it is necessary to drive a couple of cros_S-(I!Jaasure galleries
from the rise-side level galleries (Figure 56).

It is

essential that this pair of cross-measure galleries and · a
level along the strike, as shown in the figure, .are reaq.y
before the fourth lift in ·Pillar 1 can b_e extraqted.
~igure 57- shows the positiqn of the track for the
extraction -of' the fourth lift tn the dip-ha~f' of Pillar 1.
It also shows, in dotted lines, the level gallery· ·which will
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have to be driven in the top section of the seam in order
to extract the last lift in the other pillars.

The position

of track for extracting the various lifts in different pillars has been showri in the various figures.

Their grades

are always in .faV!or · of the load. · The track i _s la.i d as near
to the working faces as possible.

Empties are hanct trammed-

into the working faces and loads are gravitated down to
the haulage curve.

There is no problem in ventilation dur-

ing the extraction of the first three lifts but the workings
in the fourth lift, however, have to be ventilated through
the cross-measure galleries and staple pits as shown in
Figure

58.
The mine has been deieloped in the first lift by using

coal cutting machines and permitted explosives, but during
the pillar extraction all work is done by pick mining.
Under these conditions pneumatic picks can be use·d without
difficulty to give higher outputs.

As the area exposed at

any one time is only about JO ft. by 40 ft. there is no difficulty in supporting the coa~ roof in the first three
liftso

During the extraction of the fourth lift, however,

special care has to be taken to support the immediate roof
of-shaly sandstone which has a prominent cleavage.

Syste-

matic timbering rules have to be followed and enforced at
all.stages during the extraction of pillars.

About

of sand are stowed for every ton . of coal e~tracted.
extraction is 100 percent.

1.4

tons

The

Although the extraction was

under buildings, tanks, etc., no subsidence has been noticed.
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Suggested Methods of Pillar Extraction
If a seam is less than 16 ft. thick and.at a moderate
depth; it can be develope·d along the floor level up to a
~eight of a.bout 8 to. _10 ft.

The pillars ape· divided ip.to

four blocks each by· driving t~o ·splits, ~ach _abo~t ~2 ft.
wide and of a height equal to that of the rooms whic~ were .
made during developmento

The adjacent pillars are split

during extraction of the blocks as shown in Figure 59a.
The junction O is heightene~ to the main roof and then .
·the roof coal is taken from the two splits al0ng the direc~ion of the arrows as shown.

If roof is bad, a portion or ·

the roof coal at the goaf end of the split is left (Figure 59c).

This bridges the roof between the blocks and,

thus, serving as a bond which. reduces roof trouble.-- Moreover, it reduces also the height· of· the· cribs that a~e set
at these points.

After heightening· these splits, the Block

1, Figur~ 59a, is extracted.at full ·height.

When Block 1.

is taken, Blocks 2 are extracted and the same procedure is.
adopted ·for extract_ing other remaining blocks.
This method is applied when the roof' conditions are
fairly bad and, thus, the exposed area of the roof.is kept
at. a . m~nimum.

Otherwise, if the roof is good, a: modifica-

tion of this method can~be · applied iri · which cas~ the junc~
tion of the .pil~ar at X {Figure -59a} is _heighte~ed and,
from this junction roof coal is taken in the direction of
the· level and the dip rooms adjoining the pillar under
extract"ion.

The pillar is _then divided into f'our ··blocks
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by driving two 16 ft. high splits and, -f inally, extracting
16 ft. high blocks along the line of face adopted.
If the roof parts quickly, heightening of rooms is
not done in advance but just when it is· needed.

In no

case is heightening permitted in- advance in more than one
pillar.
The high blocks or stocks can also be taken in
benches proceeding along the strike or along t~e dip towards
the goaf (Figure 59b).

The advance of the upper b~nch is

usually kept at about 6 to 8 ft.

The blocks can also be

taken in half-moon fashion as shewn in Figure 59c.
In deep mines, the stresses due to front abutment
pressure on the pillars are q~ite high.

In such cases,

the best practice will be to ·extract pillars in slices
which are taken along the goaf edges where the coal is in
a destressed condition.

This coal -is easy to get because

the are~ of exposed roof is· kept at a minimum by this
method.

Thus, the chances of prem~ture· collapse or over-

riding of pillars are greatly reduced.

Slices of pillars

can be taken in different ways depending upon the direction

of cleats, nature of coal and the immediate strata. and pitch
of the seam.
Figure 60.

A number of such variations are shown in

The arrows show the direction of advance of

extraction and the numbers indicate the sequence of extraction of slices~ ·
Longwall Advancing System
In longwall advancing, a continuous line of-· working
face advances in one direction towards some predetermined
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boundary and thereby le.aving behind an area o.f nwaste",
"goaftt or "gobrt o

The face- may be straight or s't.eppedo

The sides of the roads, leading to the coal face along
~hich.coal is transp~rted and men and material pass, are
supported by roadside packso · Iri the ar~~ of _the_goaf,
roof is allowed to cave in, or where controlled subsidence
is desired, strip packing, i.e., alternate packs and
wastes, is done.

In other cases, where no or little sub-

sidence is desired due to presence o.f contiguous seams

above or buildings, etc., on the surface, complet~ pact..:.
ing of the goaved out area is done by either hydraulic,
. pneumatic or mechanical stowingo

The gate roads which

are ~aintained for haulage and ventilation must be enlarged
from time to time in order
sectional area.

to

maintain the desired cross-

This depends upon the depth and thickness

_of seam, nature of roof and floor, ·and quality and quantity
of pack~ngo

Such effects may be di~inished by complete

packing but cannot be eliminated ~ltog~thero
This system of mining aims at complete extraction
of the seam in orie operation.

The actual percentage of

extraction d,epends upon the system of sup.e rvision .and
organi -z ation and avoidance of' leaving coal in any form . in

the wastes.
Seams as thin as 12 to 14 inches thick ·can be worked
by longwall wi~h the type of machinery that is riow avail-

able.

Seams that were unworkable due to thinness at one

time are now considered workable economically and- safely
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as a result of development of mining machinery for thin
seam workings.

Coal cutting machines are now available

whose· minimum height is 12 inches.

Coal plows have been

developed which can be used in thin seams.

Conveyors of

the jigging type or specially: constructed belt or chain
type are now available whose overall height is only 6
inches.

On the other hand~ thick se~ms, over 8 ft. or so

in thickness, are not easy to work iri one lift .by longwall.
Control of roof in thicker seams is difficult and requires
careful plantiing.

In India, some thick seams in deep

mines are being worked by longwall advancing with hydraulic
sand stowing in the first lift of 8 ft. and the remaining
coal over the sand is taken by room and pillar.
The line of face with respect to cleats has to be
carefully selected ·to get t·he best roof control.

According

to M. K. Guin {20, pg. 87);
"In the _design o.f longwall ·.races, cleats play an important
part. It has been found that satisfactory roof conditions
are obtained when the face line is . slightly off, being
parallel to the main cleats. This gives a yielding £ace
line throwing the front pressure away from the face, thereby
avoiding cutting under the front pressure. With a face
'on end' the concentration 0£ pressure along the coal edge
causes breaks in the roof,· and coal becomes very 'live'
with loud rumbling noises during the whole cutting. time. The
undercut does not stand well, and falls of coal from the
face onto the jib make undercutting extremely difficult •••
A yielding face line reduces the intensity of fracturing
of the roof beds, and tends to keep it as an unbroken mass."
The conventional longwall system is applicable to
seams of all ·p itches from level to about 1 in 2, or
approximately 27-degrees.

If the pit ch is more, spe-

cial methods are usually adopted.

These are generally
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.

.

modifications of the ordinary longwall methods.
In case of strip packing, the width of gate-side
and intermediate packs and the width of wastes between
packs 1 as also the optimum distance from the 'coal face
to the packs,· are to be deter_m ined by actual_· exp~rience
and, once determined, should be rigidly :followed.

The

type of support system at the face depends upon the type
o:f mechanization adopted at the face~

The present day

continuous mining operations employed in longwall face
require the nprop-.free-:front" system of support which
permits the shifting of face conveyor without dismantling ·
as the face advanceso

The type of supports or the combina-

tion of different types of supports to. be used, such as
wooden props, rigid and yielding . steel props, wooden and
steel bars and wood and steel cribs depend upon the depth
and thickness of seam and nature of' coal, roof and floor.
The selection of a correct ·type of support both at the
f'ace and at the gate roads . is diffi_c ult and much depends
upon the experience of- the mining engineers on the job.
This is true whether ·it is longwa11· advancing or_ longwall
retreating system.
Longwall faces can be worked by handgot operation,
by conventional mining equipment or by continu~us miners.

Hai:idgot coal mining by picks is not very ·common these
days but in Ge.rmany, p~eumatic picks have· been extensively
used and produce a large percentage

of

the nation's output.

This i~ a very desirable tool in areas where floor and ~oof
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conditions are bad and·would ·not permit any kind. of cutting.
or blasting.

Conventional mining would include cutting,

drilling, blasting and loading, by shoveling· or loading
machines,·whereas in a continuous mining system the coal
is cut and loaded ·directly onto face conveyors by the.
continuous miner.
Opening-out of Longwall Faces
The method of opening out of longwall faces in advancing longwall system depends upon thickness and depth of the
seam and the presence or absence of dirt bands.

There are

two methods which can be employed; viz.,· (i) by narrow
workings, and {ii) by wide workings.
,,

In opening-out by narrow workings, a narrow room of
sufficient width, to allow of the installation of a conveyor
or the laying of a tub track plus a width sufficient to
allow a coal cutter to pass and make the first cut in the
new fac_e, is driven in a direction ·at right angles to the
direction of advance of longwall :face. (Figure 61).

This

narrow .room can be driven by shortwall or arcwall cutting
machine in conjunction with a power loader or by a continuous miner.

The coal from the narrow work can be con-

veyed eith9r by a conveyor or by tubs.

The conveyor or the

track is extended as the face advances.

The same conveyor

or track is utilized for the longwall operat'ion.

Supports

are set s6 as. to facilitate the starting·of the face.
Ope.ning-out by wide workings is gen~rally adopted in
thin seams and seams containing dirt bands.

The room is
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made wide arid the waste bands.are used for packing as shown.
in Figure 620

The opening-up £ace advances to· the left and

the longwall face yet to be opened out is indicated by arrow.
It can be'· seen that_ a cutter· track is ·1eft along the future
longwall face and -the conveyor used fo~ ope.r:iing~up is _sub'

s .e quently employed ·as the coal:face -conveyor on the new face.
A method of opening-out a face from ah existing roadway with a ribside pack is shown in ·Figure

63 ~- A number

of breakthroughs are made in the rib-side pack at appropriate intervals and narrow headings are driven in cpal in the
direction shown by arrows.

When these narrow headings

are coupled up they serve as the starting line for the new
longwall face.
A sketch plan showing the method of forming coalfaces
by cross-gate extension.is- sh<?wn in Figure.

64.

The develop-

ment .face BCD is served by conveyors which are indicated
by arrows.

When point Eis reached, a cross-gate EF is

packed out to the left from the lqading gate ACE •. When
the cross-gate reaches the point F, a f'ace FG, at right
angles to EF, is _formed and a conve·yor installed which delivers coal to the cross-gate EFo

When the developing face

r~aches the point H, ·another cross-gate. HJ is :formed. - When
·the face FG, as it advances, reaches the cross~gate HJ at
J, the conveyor is turned so that coal is transported to

the new gate-~s- shown

oy

arrow.

As the f'ace further ad-

vances th~ right hand side of the cross-gate HJ is also developed until a double unit face LMN is formed which is

- - - - - - - - MAIN PaAb~
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P1T
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Sketch plan showing the method of forming
coal faces by cross-gate extension {J 7)
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advanced to the desired length.

In the same way .the other

faces RST and XYZ are formed.
Handgot Longwall Faces
A typical handgot longwall system of' )f:~ning is illustrated in Figu~e 65 where coal is ~u~ by ~{cks and
shoveled into tubs at the face.

Track is \iid as near to

the face as possible and parallel to· it.
replaced· by conveyors at the face.

Tubs can be

The tubs loaded at the

face are transferred at the roadheads or stall gates by
either a flat iron sheet or by a turn table.

In the s·tall

gate near the face, a "passbyett is made for handling loaded
and empty tubs~

If conveyors are used, then the face con-

veyor will transfer the coal onto the _g ate conveyor.
In level seams the gate may be situated at the center
of the length of face but whe~ the pitch is . pronounced
the length of face along the rise side of the gat~ is more
than that along the dip side to facilitate tramming.

But

nowadays in pitching beds, com.reyo.rs are -invariably used
at the face from the point . of view of safety and efficiency
and in such cases the gate rbad i~ situated at the center.
In the plan view of Figure 65, the roof bars at the face
are omitted for the sake of clearness, but the packs built
in the goaf with their dimensions and the posi~ion of' cribs
.•

are shown clearly.

The props and bars have been shown if:t

the section • . Stall gates in seams

41

to 6 ft. in thickness

may vary from 25 yd. to 80 yd. apart and- the turnover is
usually between 4 ft · and 6 ft.
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Stall gates are ·g eneraily at right angles to the face.
The use of cross-gates eliminates the need to maintain l~ng
lengths. of gate roads and facilitates the transport of coal
from the face and gates to the main haulage.

Cross-gates

are usually turned at an angle of 30° ~o 45° to the faces.
Their distance apart is such that the maximum effective
lift is obtained from the gates before they are cut off
by the next cross gate and abandoned, and without _t~e need
for undue repairs; generally 80 yards is considered to be
minimum and ·l50 yards as a maximum as shown in Figure 66.
Th~ cycle of operati6ns of handgot · fapes consists
of;. ( a) undercutting coal and spragging, (b} .filling of
coal and setting of roof supports, (c) packing of face,
ripping or brushing of roof ·and .shifting of track or conv~yor, as the case may be, towards the coal face, (d) withdrawal and resetting of crib~, where used, and (e) withdrawal ~f props, bars, etc·. from the waste.
Mechanized Longwall Faces
T.he length of mechanized longwall face varies depending upon local conditions and practices in particular coalfields and individual collieries.
influence the problem are:

The factors that may

{a) thickness of seam which

fixes the output of co~l in tons · per· unit length of face
for a given turnover or buttock, {b) the nature of rgof

and

floor which determines the type, strength and number

of roof supports required per unit length of face and the
facilities for trarisporting these materials aloni the face,
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( c) the pit·ch along the face, ( d) the rate o.f gas emission.
. per ton o.f coal from the face which determines the quantity
of . air required to render these gases harml~ss, (e) quantity
~f dust produced during mining operations, (f) the type
o.f machinery used and (g) the degree - o.f developm~nt of
team spirit amongst various sections o.f workers.
In the United Kingdom, longwall faces vary in length
from 50· to 500 yards but the usual is about 200 yards.

In

Germany, the face length depends upon the distance between
horizons or distance be~ween staple pits.

In United States

some of the faces are as long as 500 ft. and in India,
the length varies between 200 and 300 ft.
The layout may be single or double unit.

In single

_unit, the face has one conveyor_ delivering coal onto the
gate conveyor which is on the intake.

The gate at the
Figure 67 shows

other end of the .face is then the return.

a layout of four single unit .faces having .four productio~
.faces and one development .face .from which the production
units are opened out as r _e quired.
In a double unit layout, there are two conveyors
carrying coal in opposite directions and delivering it onto
the main gate conveyor which is ·at or near the mid.dle o.f
. the unit.

This· gate is the intake and the tail : gate, at

each end of' the unit, f'orms the return.

The layout of

. double unit faces · is shown in Figure 68 •.
production units and one development unit.

This - has :four
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Cross-gates may · be constructed at intervals to reduce
the length of hauling.

This is shown in Figure 69 in which

two double unit faces advance in one line. · These crossgates may be driven through ·goaf when the goaf has settled.
Coal from the face to left of A is conveyed via the crossgate to road B where it is joined by coal from the face
between A and Bin the single main haulage road B which,
outbye of the cross-gates, serves for both the double unit
.faces.
A typical layout of an advancing lcngwall face .for
hand filling in a seam j ft. 6 in. thick, at a depth of

1869 ft., at the shaft, is shown in Figure 70a, band c.
The face, 100 yards long, is equipped with a bott0m loading belt· conveyor delivering coal, by a rib-side chain
feeder conveyor, to a bottom loading gate conveyor.

A

normal longwall coal cutter and drilling equipment are
provided at the face.

The cut and shot coal is filled-

off ahead of the coal cutter.

As soon as sufficient coal

is cle~red, the coal cutter is jibbed-in and starts cutting
along the face behind the .face workers who clear the face.
When all the coal has been cleared, the .face conveyor is
moved over to the .new position and then packing and drawingo.f.f opera~ions are commenced.

The main and conveyor-gate

roads ai·e made 12 .ft. wide and 8 .ft. high by brushing the
.flooro

They are supported by 12 .ft. by -6 X 5 in. joists

on wooden props.

The tail gate is brushed to a height

of 6 -f t. and a width of 6 .ft. and is supported by 5 ft. 6 in.
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to reduce the length of haulage roads (37)
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wooden props and 3 X 3-in. by ·6 ft. girders.

Hydraulic

props and cribs or chocks are used at the face.

Figure 70

shows hand filling operations in three phases:

{a} before

filling,· face cut and fired; (b) face partly stripped, and
(c) face filled-off.

It takes one shift to complete one

cycle by this method.
Figures ?la, b and c show the layout of a lon·g w-all
continuous mining face under similar conditions as described
The face, 100 yards long, is

in the preceedir.g paragraph.

equipped with a bottom loading face conveyor with rib-side
chain delivery to the gate conveyor, two shortwall coal
cutters and t,,;o drills at the two gate-headings and a
cutter-loader at the faoeo

The face layout is the same as

in Figure ?G, but it is provided with a 10 ft. wide stable
hole, at each end, rr.aintained 7 fto 6 in. ahead of the face.
The stable holes are driven by shortwall coal cutters and
the coal is hand filled or.to the face conveyor.

The face

conveyor is laid within 18 inches of the solid coal (width
of cutter-loader is 15 inches) and the cutter-loader passes
along the £ace between the coal face and the conveyor;
there being no intermediate face-side props to obstruct
loading.
the

Support of the roof is by cantilever bars whilst

machine is passing.

Packing of the face proceeds as

the cutter-loader has passed, so that, the face is completely
. packed and drawn-off when the machine arrives in the stable
hole as shown in Figure 7lco
2 fto 6 in. depth each shift.

The machine gives two cuts of

100
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Fic:ure 71
Layout cf Longwall f~ce by continuous method (32)
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Layout of Longwall face by continuous method (32)
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Figure 72 gives the general arrangement and method
of support in a longwall face 178 yards long and using a
panzer conveyor which can be "snaked".
a curved jib moves over the conveyor.

The cutter with
The right-hand gate,

containing a 30 in. troughed belt conveyor and a stage
loader has already been headed in advance of the face by
a Joy loader.

This roadway, therefore, forms the right-

hand stable hole.

The left-hand stable hole is advanced

with hand getting assisted by a shortwall coal cutter
and short portable conveyor on wheels.

The face supports

consist of pivot jointed light alloy roof bars each with
an effective length of 3 ft. 3! in.~ supported by steel
friction props and set with an initial resistance of
approximately 6.5 tons.

As the coal is cut, blasted arid

loaded, the snaking conveyor is shifted forward by rams.

This system of layout has the advantage of adopting "propfree-front" system so that no time is lost in shifting
the conveyor.

A plan of the layout of longwall mining with a
Doseo continuous miner is shown in Figure ?J.

The seam

is 6 ft. thick, with a pitch of 14 percent and a depth

of 2300 ft.

The two main slopes and airways are driven

down the dip with a 100 rt. barrier pillar between and a

400-f6ot barrier pillar left on either side of each airway.

Four adjacent 500-foot longwall faces are driven

simultaneously in the direction
.o.f the main slopes.

or

the strike from each side

When these .four faces reach the
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predetermined bound~ry, the next deeper group is begun.
One crawler mounted continuous mining _machine of the
ripping head type is µsed on each 500-foot faceo

The con-

tinuous ~iner discharges the 6oal by it~ transverse belt
onto the JO ino face .belt conveyor ·which transports it
down the pitch to a track .mounted belt c'o.nveyor in the
haulage entry.,

This, in turn, discharges the coal into

~ine cars (Figure 74)o

The face is supported by wood props,

bars, cribs and packwalls as shown.

In the haulage roads,

the roof supports are packwalls and steel arches lagged
with timbero
At the beginning of a cycle ~f operation, the miner
is in a stall at the top of the .face.

If it is a single

unit face, the stall is prepared by an undercutting machine
and its coal is hand-loaded onto face conveyor.

Where a

number of adjacent .faces are working, i.f the upper .face is
kept 10 .ft. in advance of the next lower face, the stall
is made by the Dosed miner.
the d~p.

The miner is operated down

A short chain conveyor is moved into place when

the miner apprcaches the ·1ower end of' the face to convey
the coal, which is mined below, up to the mine._car loader.
When one cycle of cutting and loading is fi:t1:ished, the
mine~ is trammed up t~e f~ce and placed in the prepared
stall· for the · next pr~duction qperation •. Then the belt is
moved five feet equal to the width of cut laterally to a

new positio~ 12 inches from the face.

Mined area
Waste pack wall

12'

Steel-arched entry completed

1-1-~

.--.&..---

Belt drive

Gob

a

50'

Gob

14%
500'

T
a

-a-l

0

10'

a

m.::li::::» ~

Gob

-+~-f5'1jl

30" belt conveyor

Mine-car loader, 300' long

Coal

.......____ ~ 12' Haulage entry advancing

D I ?·
2

Pack ~all

Figure 74
Layout of a 500 feet Longwall face with Dosco Miner (36)
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The layout of a double-unit longwall face with complete packing by hydraulic stowing is shown in Figure 75.
The center road is left entirely in goaf with sand packs

and cribs on either side.

All faces are kept slightly

staggered to facilitate drainage of stowing water without
affecting the dip face.

The center gate· accornmodates the

top-loading belt conveyor.

The dip face is equipped wfth

a bottom loading belt conveyor which conveys coal up hill
to the gate belt and the rise face conveys coal through
a shaker conveyor.

The faces are worked alternately to

secure steady production without stoppage during the stowing operation.

The minimum distance between the pack and

the coal face after stowing is 9 ft. and the maximum distance that can be exposed consistent with good roof control
is 21 ft.

When this limit is reached, 12 ft. of the goaf

·are hydraulically stowed solid with sand by erecting boxings which hold the sand.

The coal is cut by a longwall

coal cutter, drilled by electric drill~ blasted and h~nd
loaded onto the race conveyor.
sand pack.

The main support is the

Face supports consist of wood props with lids.

When face height tends to exceed 8 ft., wooden cribs are
placed 12 ft. apart.

All supports are recovered during

stowing operations.
· In steeply pitching seams

{40° to yertical) the

longwall faces are shorter than those in flat beds and the
faces are advanced in steps-~
sible in such beds.

Caving is practically impos-

Although the longwall £aces are

PLAN
rtt.<;URE'
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Plan and section showing Advancing
Longwall method with sandstowing

(145)
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advanced in the direction -0f the st~ike of the coal seams,
those in steep seams are inclined at · a suitable angle to
regulate the rate of flow of coal.

Generally, these faces

are advanced as diagonals.between the strike and the pitch
so that the inclination of the face with the horizontal
coincides with the angle of repose for the picking material.
-The lower end of the face leads the upper end and the
enti~e face is advance~ in a series of' short steps.

The

width and depth of the steps are determined by such factors
as the thickness of coal seam, the nature of the roof and
floor, the rate of advance of the face, the proximity and
rate of advance of adjacent faces and the amount of' packing material available.

When short steps are advanced in

the direction of the str~ke, each workman is assigned to
a given step of a face which he works throughout the life
·of the longwall f'ace (Figure 76).

On short steps of face

worked in the direction of the inclination of the face,
each miner in turn starts a step of a face at the top end
and advances it until it is completed at the lower end.
He then returns to the top end and starts a new f'ace (Figure 77).

Each miner is assigned- a given rate of advance

for his step of face per shift which is governed by the
thic.kness of' the seam, the nature of the coal, roof and
floor and the pitch of the seam.
Face machinery includes only pn~umati·c pickso

Men

wo"rk over the back f'illing and coal is · conveyed through
c··h utes to the lower haulage-way·o

The upper and the lower

LONGITUDINAL SECTION OF MULTI-STEP F~.CE BETWEEN
UPPER AND LOWER HAULAGEWAYS (LEVELS)

A
.DETAILS OF LONGITUDINAL SECTION SHOWING TIMBERING AND MANWAY ·

Back filling

Inclination of

coal bed, so·

8ECTION A·A, SHOWING ARCH
SUPPOl'fl1N LOWER HAULAGE
_.·;.
~IICOM.BED
,
. .· ·· .
:},

•

SECTION B-B. SHOWING ARCH SUPPORTS
IN LOWER HAULAGE ROAD THROUGH
MCK FILLED ZONE

.-

Figure .76
Longwall face in steep seams in Horizon system (5)

Details of Ernestine coal b2d
Thicknoss, 45 inches

Verticalheight230feet

Length on pitch, 254 fe!t
Lensth of face, 4fJO feet

Pitch of bed. 55·

Angle of inclination, 28-30"
Daily advante, ·3.6 feet
Daily output. 128 tons
Tons per face loader, 853
.Tons per face man, 4.27
TQns per crew member, 3.88

Figure 77
Plan and section_.showing Advancing Longwall method with sandstowing (5)
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levels are arched and timber sets ar.e erected at the
faceo
Longwa~l Retreating ·system
The main difference between lo.ngwall advancing and
longwall retreating systems is that· in the former case
the coal from the winning out faces is transported through
gate roads which are maintained in goaf, wher~as, in the
latter, it is transported· through _previously driven roadways in solid coal.

The coal face retreats back towards

the entries from which it was started and, thus, leaving
behind the goaf.

The principles of th~ longwall retreating

system are shown in Figures 78 and 79 in which the method
of opening out a face ~nd the face being retreated towards
the main entries are depicted.

Pairs of headings, con-

nected at intervals by cross~cuts are driven to a predetermined ?oundary;· the distance between the pairs · of headings
form the· length of retr~ating face.

When these ·pairs of

headings reach the boundary, they are connected as showno
With the connection made, the face is opened up and retreated back as shown in Figur·e 79.
The same type of face machinery. and · equipment . may be
used here as in the longwall advancing system.

The method

of support at the face will also pe the same and depending
upon roof and floor conditions, but the packs need riot be
built except in special cases in order. to eliminate or
reduce the effect of subsidence at th~ ~urface.

SOLID

COAL·

F1_GURE"

78

Opening out a pan~l for Longwall Retreating
s stem (37)

So1.Jr, CoAL ·

. F1GURE

Retrati

79

wall .fac
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Much of the success of this system depends upon the
distance to which the requisite number of headings are to
be driven .in the solid. coal before the retreating faces
are opened out and also upon the effect of .the natural
phenomena upon these roads.

.The boundary, which· may be

either that of the mine or an arbitrary one, must be
chosen wisely.
Figure 80 shows the ·layout of a panel for a retreating longwall system in

a

seam which is about 3 ft. thick.

Two parallel sets of three entries with break-throughs at
intervals are driven to the. boundary.

.The entries are con-

nected by two parallel rooms at the inbye end.

Hand-load

conveyors are used for this work. · Each_ succeeding adjacent
panel could be developed with only three entires and the
parallel connecting rooms at the inbye end.

The length of

face is 328 ft. and the outbye 290 ft. of solid coal is
left as a main entry barrier pillar which protects the
main entries.

The haulage gate.~or the face is made 21 ft.

wide and 11 ft. of the width of this entry along th~ chain
. pillar rib is brushed in the floor to provide headroom •
. A belt conveyor is instaTod in the brushed part of t-he entry
about 4 ft. from the chain-pillar ribo

All other entries

are driven 18 ft. wide and are not brushed.
The face equipment consists of an armoured doublechain conveyo~, a coal planer or coal p~ough and 17 pneumatic
shifters to move the conveyor as the face advances.

The

conveyor can be flexed in either direction as ~uch as 5-degrees
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Layout of a Longwall panel using a Coal Planer (22)
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from a straight line.

A section of steel tube is attached

to the face side of each conveyor pan.

This tube is used

as a return duct for the planer towing chain and as a guide
for the planer.
The coal planer unit is a continuous mining ~achine
that mines coal from a solid face and loads the mined coal
with a ploughing action onto the face conveyor.

The coal

face is retreated at least 3 inches each time the planer
moves in either direction along the face.
consist of wood cribs and steel jacks.

Roof supports

A detailed plan

of the planer face is shown in Figure 81.
Horizon Mining System
The layout of the coal faces in horizon mining refers
to their length, direction of advance, distribution within
the district and their relationship to the colliery as a
whole.

All the roadways for opening up the faces are driven

in the seams and their layout depends upon the method of
working to be adopted; whether it be advancing longwall or
retreating longwall or face advancing to the rise or to the
dip in flat, semi-steep or steep· measures.
Face Development in Flat Measures
The most common practice is to have the faces advancing
along the strike with two level gate roads, b, Figure 82,
driven

1n

the seam.

The face length corresponds to the dis-

tance between the gate roads.

The figure shows three seams

with the upper seam being workedo

Coal is transported

through the staple pit to the lower cross-measure drift a.
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Coalface development in flat measures {11)
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The gate roads are · driven from the respectiv~ staple
shafts.

To open up the faces, the gate roads are driven

about JO ft. on either or .both sides of the staple shaft
and the face is prepared by connecting the gate roads from
either, or both, the rise and dip side gate roads.

When

the connection is made, the face is equipped ·with a conveyor and other face machineryo
ed as the ·face advances.

The gate roads are develop~

If desired~ .both faces, advanc-

ing in opposite directions, may be worked at the same time;
using either full caving, strip packing or solid stowing.
If a single face is worked and followed by the second face
in the other direction, the holing is maintained until the
second face is due to start.

With retreating longwall,

the gate roads are driven to the required limit, then the
holing is made and the same method of working the face is
adopted.

The main disadvantage of the retreating longwall

system is the delay involved before the extraction starts
and the necessity to transport the gateway rippings outbye, whereas, in most cases of adva'ncing longwall, it can
be used for packing immediately in the waste~

Because of

these difficulties, the advancing longwall system is practically universally adoptect in the horizon system of mining.

Faces, to ·the rise or to the dip, may also be worked

by either . the advancing or the retreating sy~tem; the face
development under these conditions being completely different.
A typical development to the rise is shown in Figure 830
The lower gate is first driven to the full extent and the
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and the upper gate road midway ·along the striking length
to be worked.

A rise is then driven in the seam from the

middle of the lower gate road to connect with the end of
the upper gate road.

This rise serves for return venti-

lation from the faces and also for transport of stowage .
material and supplies to the faces which advance to the
rise as a double unit.
Another method of working towards the rise is shown
in Figure 84.

The two gate roads are driven to the full

extent first and then they are connected by two rises at
each end.

These two rises serve for ventilation and trans-

port of material.

The face is opened between the rises

which act as tail-gates to ·the double unit face.
In comparing these two · methods, it can be seen that
in the former case there are two loading points, one at
each end of the panel and one central tipping point for the
stowage ~aterial and supply; whereas, in the latter case,
there are two waste tipping points,. one at each end of the
panel and one central loading point.

In both cases, the

loading and the tipping points are fixed for the life of
the panel, whereas, ~he longwall sys.tem advancing to the
strike, these points are advanced daily with the faces.
This is a great advantage for working to the rise : compared
to working along the strike.
There is yet another system of development to the rise
which may be convenient for the development of short longwall
faces as shown in Figure $5.

A gate to the strike is driven
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"Saw blade" and "Stepped" type Longwall faces in steep seam
(11)
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the entire length of the panel.

A rise connecting the

upper and the lower levels is driven at the extreme end
of the panel and then a face is developed to the rise from
the striking gate road as shown.
In developing faces to the dip, similar methods ·can
be adopted.

In working to the dip or to the rise, consid-

eration must be given to the limits of conveying on the
face and in .the gates.
Face Development in Semi-steep and Steep Measures
The development of faces in semi-steep and steep measures is identical with the methods employed in flat measures
except that the development to the rise or to the dip is
net to be recommended.

In such cases, development along

the strike is most commono
In steep measures, the face is worked on a diagonal
face line with the lower end cf the face leading.

The f'ace

line can be either a "stepped" or _nsaw-bladen type as shown
in Figure 85.

Faces of this type have already been shewn

in detail in Figures 76 and 770
Sequence of Extraction!!! Flat Measures
In horizon mining, a district is limited in depth
between the district cross-measure drift, on the main haulage level, and the corresponding cross-measure drift in the
return airway level, and in the lateral direction by the
staple shafts connecting the horizonso

Within . this limit,

the races developed represent a single production unit which
is also a separate split for ventilation.
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It is the normal practice to work the top sea.ms first
and extraction progresses to the lower horiz.ons iri sequence.

Figure 87 shows a cross-section thr0ugh a district which
contains three seams.

The length of coal.face is chosen

first as the number of staple shafts and ·their distance

apart depends upon the lengt~ of· coal f'ace chosen·o
~aving_ may be adopted.

~d

iri

The

f~~~t

Full

pair of faces.are ~evelop-.

the tipper seam· ~d· worked ·)n both directions te the:

strike as single'· unit £ac,es_ betwee~ staple shaf'ts 1 '•and 2o.

When these faces are being worked, another·pair 0£ faces
between shafts 2 and 3 will be· Qpened up in .the same seam
and the working. of pa-irs· of. faces· is cont_i·nued tn sequence

between shafts 3 and 4 and between shafts 4 and 5o

"
The.

middle· and the lower seams- are worked in sequence in the

same. manner; working being_co~fined to only one seam at a

time.

This ~equence of_ex~raction implies.that all.the

·s·taple sha.fts of the district .. are provided ·in adva:rice of

extraction of the lQwer seams.

These shafts must be fully

equipped, .but only one s~a~t _is in use for winding ·coal and
~ne ·.for return· air and supplies at any period o.f working~
The output from· this =system

of

devel0pment . is obtained' ·from

<?nly o_ne pair of dive1'."gin~ singl-e unit .races o

I.f .only one

single uni~ is worked at·· a: time~. only half the output would .

be obtain~d and the life of. ·the district would -also be
double.

The disadvantage o.f forward staple shaft development ·
can be overcome in several ways as shown in Figures_. 88, 89,
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Different methods . of sequence of extracting of three
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90 and 91, in which the sequence of working - the individual
seams between staple shaft positions is illustrated.
In the first method, shown in Figure 88, double unit
.faces in each seam are worked in descending- order between
staple shafts 1, 2 and 3 and so on to 3, 4·and 5.

The·

double unit faces may be worked either singly or as diverging
.faces on each side of the staple shafts or c:fross-measure
drift. · The llfe of the district, if diverging double unit
faces are worked, will be half that when simply one double
unit face is employed at a time.

In this case, sinking

of staple shafts 4 and 5 can be delayed until .they are finally required.

With the double unit system of development

there is also a higher efficiency in the· concentration of
output t·o the loading points at staple shafts 2 ·and 4.

The

staple shaft 2 serves as intake and the return air from
working faces travels up the upper part_s of shafts 1 and 3
to the return airway horizon.

.The same system is repeated

between shafts 3, 4 and ·5.
The sequence of extraction of the faces can also be
as shown in Figure 89.

This is similar-to that shown in

Figure 87 except that double unit faces are worked instead
of si~le.

Comparing the sequence of extraction shown in

Figures 88 and 89, consideration of surface subsidence may
in£luence the decision to work in either case.

Where

_gradual subsidence over a large area is considered better
in the circumstances, the system shown· in Figure 89 would

be an advantage.
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If a concentration of output from the three seams
to one loading point is required, the sequence of operation
shown in Figure 90 may be employed.

By this method, each

staple shaft is used to its full capacity.

This system

has the disadvantage of high concentration of work within
a comparatively small area, with possible major repercussions at the surface.
The sequence of extraction in Figure 91 shows a method

of single unit development whereby the output can be raised
:

to the same level as with double unit faces.

., ......• ,

This is done

by staggering simultaneous, single unit development betwe·en

staple shafts 1 and 2 and shafts 3 and 4 and working the
three seams in sequence as shown in the figure.

The ven~_
.·,

tilation system is the same as for normal single unit work-

ing.

The disadvantages of this system from the point of

view of surface damage is the same as in the case shown in
Figu~e 90.

Subsidence can be minimized if the sequence of

working is organized to take place in each seam in turn
between staple shafts 1 and 2 and between shafts 3 and 4, .

.

followed by working between 2 and 3 and between 4 and 5,
always in the same seam.
Sequence of Extraction in Semi-steep

fill£ Steep Measures

The layout of faces in semi-steep seams is quite different from that in flat seams.

The coal faces developed~

extend from the main haulage horizon to the return airway
horizon, if p6ssible, and staple shafts are therefore avoided or reduced to one per district.

If there is no haula·g e

-
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installation in -t he return ·a irway ·horizon, one staple.
shaft is advisable for the transport of men, machinery and
.s towage material·.

In this case, the materials and supplies

are transported through _the main haulage horizon to the
.

'

staple shaft and then hoisted through· the shaft to the
working place~.
Figure 92 shows a distric~ where the seams are pitching at 35°.

The face is so arranged that the angle of dip

on the face is 28°.

Thus, the faces have a diagonal layout.

Each face is equipped with retarding -disc conveyors~

Gen-

eral~y -diverging faces on the strike are worked · simultaneous- .
ly in each seam ·in descending· order.
In steep seams whe~e the pitch exceeds 40°, it is not
always possible to develop faces · ext~ll:ding between -horizons.
The length of faces in that .case may be too g~e~t . or the
horizontal - fnterval severely restricted • . The vertical interval between the horizons must therefore · be sub-divided
into 2, 3: or 4 sections, each 60 to 90 yards in depth and
separated by -sub-levels.

Each. of these sections will incor-

porate two faces laid out diagonally and between 100 and 200
yards · long according to the pitch of the seams •
. There . are three different methods of working these
vertical sections in steeply pitching seams as shown : in
·..

Figu~es 93, 94 .and 95.
The firs·t method is · illustrated in 'Fig1:1,re 93 •. The
secti.o ns betw~en the upper and the lower· horizons are worked
in ascending order, each section consisting of two diverging
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faces laid out diagonally and advancing in the direction
of the strike and driven from the sub-level cross-measure
drifts.

Each section is worked independently.

This method

has the advantage that the development required before the
faces produce takes the least possible time and the gate
roads, which are driven for the waste transport in the first
instance, are later used for the transpoft of coal from
the next and_ higher face between sub-levels.
tages are:

The disadvan-

(1) excessive gas emission from the upper sub-

level gate road which is driven in solid and (2) the last
remaining coal pillar lying at the extremities of the upper
section will probably be surrounded completely by waste.
The concentration of pressure on these pillars causes roof
trouble and possible rock bursts and so makes the extraction
of the pillars difficult.

This method is therefore not

generally recommended.
In the second method the sequence of extraction is
just the reverse of that give~ in the first method.

The

disadvantages of first method do not generally arise but
other difficulties do.

The gate roads which are first used

for coal transpo~t are not in suitable conditions for further
use as waste transport roads for the next two lower faces.
This method is sub~divided into two systems in which
all the sections are worked simultaneously -as shown in
Figures 94 and 950

The method shown in Figure 94, in which

extraction is carried out in descending order, has a major
disadvantageo

Coal crush occurs at the corners formed
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between the coal face and :the.-upper gate roads, and this
coal may run down ontc the working. face.

Ventilation is

also difficult at these junctions where pressure· losses are
high and leakage through the waste to the _·upper return air-

way may· take place.
The alternative method, shown in Figure 95, is considered to be the besto

The sharp junctions are avoided

and t·he face line is almost continuous between horizons.

Rock bursts are infrequent; the rock pressure not being
concentrated on the remaining coal pillars since the roof
on the whole unit has not yet settled as in the case

described in the first method.
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CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Efficient.control of the strata, associated with the
seam or seams under extr-action, is o:f prime importance. ·t o
succes~ful .mining operationso

Due to various ind~terminate

and _unpredictable factors involved, there has been a ten-

de.ncy _. to bel.ieve that the behavior of the strata· in indi vidual mines can be discovered .only by ~rial and erroro

But

as a result of continued research into the problems caused
by depleti~n of shallow seams and the con~equent working of

seams at increased depths, sufficient information is now
available for the establishment of the guiding principles
which will eliminate much 9ostly·experimeritai w:orko

Such

researches have helped engineers considerably: in the design
of mine workings o .

The development work in room and pillar mini~g, after
the se~m is· penetra-t;,ed by the shafts or slop.es was· once considered to be very expensive and time· consumingo
.

-B ut the

.

present day practice of driving . three or more completely
mechanized dve~opme~t headings for the purpose 0£ openipg
. ·panel~ has complete~y changed this concept o

.- in

Mechan~zation.,

·such a · large number of . development headings not only gives

higher production but also· improves th~ ventil~tion; both
during the development stage· and also t~oughout the li£e

0£ the mineo

In level or nearly level seams these development headings .can be worked with conventional equipment, ioe~ -~ _mobile
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coalcutters, loaders, drills and ·shuttle cars and either
belt or track haulage.

The workings, in such seams _may

~lso be arranged for exploitation using a contintious miner,
shuttle cars and belt o_r track haulage.

In pitching seams

where mobile machines .cannot be used, the development workings can be equipped with non-mobile coalc~tters ,· loaders
and · chain and belt conveyors and the main haulage can be
affected by ·either belt conveyor or locomotive.

Similar

procedures can be adopted in the development of longwall
workings.
Extraction· of panels in room and pillar work can be
arranged in various ways depending upon pitch and thickness
. of the seam, type of equipment to be used and whether surface subsidence can be permitted.

The panels can be worked

with long and wide rooms or with narrow openings.

In the

former ·case, the percentage of extraction in the first
working is higher than -that of the latter.
pillar~ may be taken on the retreat.

In both cases,

When surface subsi~

dence is u~de~sirable an~ caving cannot be allowed, the
rooms are made wider in the first working and small pillars
are left for permanent support of the overburden.
cases, 40 to 50 percent coal is lost.

In such

However, if packing

is adopted,. complete extraction can be had.

During the

extraction oT pillars, a_diagonal fracture line is normally
maintained. so as _to produce regular breaks in the roof over
the goafo

This relieves pressure on the adjoining pillars.

The machinery that is used during . development work Cq.n also
be used in working the panels.
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Longwall mining is best suited to deep mines where
effective roof control is essential for safe and e.fficient
extraction.

This method can. also _be employed in ·thin-seam

workings under shallow cover where reom and pillar work
is di.fficult to adopt due to limited head rocm.

Faces

can be equipped with conventional machinery such as the
longwall coalcutter, the drill and .face conveyor or they
can be arranged for continuous mining operations.
extraction is possible with or without packingo

Coal
The per-

·centage of extraction is higher in longwall operations
than in room and pillar workings.
Horizon mining is employed generally in deep mines
with high seam-density and pitching seams where large· outputs are desiredo

The seams are - extracted in descending

order between horizons (levels).
.

As the network o.f road-

-,

ways i~· each horizon is nearly horizont~l and driven in
rock, the transport system can.be made highly . efficient.
The method of coal extraction within the individual seams,
at each horizon, is by the longwall system.
Coal mining has always been regarded as being amongst
the moat dangerous of all industrial occupaticns with a high
death and accident rates.

This i1as inevitable in view o.f

dangers associated with the winning o.f coal.

Careful study

and research on the behavior 0£ rco.f and coal pillars during
different phases _of mining operations have helped in the
proper de.s ign .of mine workingso

Thus the present day mining

methods ·ceuld be scientifically planned and designed for
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large 'outputs with a high degree

·or

mechariizationo

Due

to fewer men being employed as a result of mechanization
and with increased safety due to scientific mine planning
there has been a considerable reduction in accident rates a
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